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Called ASCHB

Coffeehouse board established

Stands give

free fruit
for yuletide

le the spii it d /I i.tiristnias. IIII/ :111/1 11.51 i’lliS’
IiIIIVOrtilly Fruit Go -op, which operetes !nut
stands ol two locations on IH1111,11.1S. I% III give
their pr(Muce away free beginning tinlay al
Ii
icric
I he stand located lit Seventh und San
Curios streets has invited Santa Claus Whelp
fin! trait. said Larry Tarquinio,
represent 1111 rut Of11w non-prot II organization
which is sponsored by the Student Corn :moldy Invi,t vement Program ISCIPI.

By Maureen McCarthy
second of two parts
The limit Ellort Colteehouse IASCH j was established last semester by the A.S. Council
without providing a written set of procedures
tor its general management.
Act 51, the Colleehouse Act. which reaches its
linal reading in council today, will establish a
Colteehouse Board 1ASCHB) to oversee the
programs, policies and general operating
procedures of the colleehouse.
The board could consist at the A.S. president,
a member ol the A.S. Council, a Program Board
member, the manager at the colleehouse stall.
one stall member, the A.S. treasurer, and the
A.S. business manager.
However, the act in its present form. does not
stipulate who is to choose the coneehouse
manager and stall.
It reads. .....he ASCHB shall establish and
oversee employment criteria, establish the
maximum hours per month each employee may
work...and shall write up and establish or all
ASCH employees I including manager)."
However, the act describes in detail the duties
ol the colleehouse manager. He is to "supervise
the day to day operations ... supervise all
colleehouse personnel, and shall oversee
expenses. The Colleehouse Board will establish policies
and procedures lor the colleehouse. will
program the loint Et lort. and will evaluate the
colleehouse operations, according to the
proposed act.
A.S. Pres. Dennis King said he hopes the new
act will resolve all the problems surrounding the
Ioint FA tort.
Funding tor the colleehouse comes trom a $6400 council allotment, $3.200 ol which was tor
this semester’s operations. and $3200 of which
was left in a reserve lund to be released it council
decided the coil eehouse should be supported.
Aside from the question analyzed yesterday.
over who exactly was in charge ol programming
the colleehouse, the luint Ettore did not get oh its
teet this semester for other reasons.
Its manager, Lynne Higgins, resigned her post

Chicano teacher differences
boil over in MSW program
By Bruce ’ewe’ and
Barbara French
ii..1111es1/11111111.S1.1 List SC1111,11.1 11111111.1.1 111, .11111111M. (.1111 II uIlpIlltfl.iilis.
Still simmering is iii, mai ter ii itstil.hicano iiISlilll.tllrti resigning and the
re1111Will 111 i11.1111.111,11111’1.1.1111’.
[jaw pro_
The cauldron is,,’, 1111. Masters til Suuii,mi V.ork Prow tinIM tivi I
ganizers tor
.11111 11.11n os.
lac!, it trains
’As early as the till semester til lasi %A.m. Presiiient lohn Bunzel stated. "I
received complaints about MSW. A student in the pi "gram wrote to me and a
state legislatur. The Si intent complained about his, rimination and ’reverse
racism .
Bunzel added, her %s -re aka hal ges that the IIIIIV1.11111 1.11 keit academic
status.
nub: N.1SiA. Bonze! said. -1.1111’1. 111.11. be those
In a lime es, I avas,.
whic
One I 1,1ti011ar another. wish In place Miming ni unlit ical act inn ahead
of
low Slit lii set ol priorities result, in nai rowing ill the educational
locus and 1.1’1,1114i H l’INk 111 11111111.11111e111011 \ 0111.11 is imperinissable in a
universit
I.
in link I he Initial charges
The president and se«i ci
pinues in NISNN personnel.
ol dist riminal ion anti I
Disi 1,111111.1111111 antitle
against.- !lobed Burns.
about Anglo-,
la not rue by checking the regisacademic vice president, said.
tration lists,
tin incidents ol -reverse racism." he stated he did not know. "Is it racist
(heir own
because Chicanos want la put through mule Chicanm,.. T.. el
people more priori I
Burns reminded Daily reporters that administrators are not allowed by
policy to discuss personnel matters. SOHO’ Chid:HIM 111111.1.11S lell any reporting
on MSW troubles -would hurt the Chiciina utnu P1111.111 as ,1 Whole."
Paul Sanchez was the head iit MSW last iii, 1 le IS still tsit h NISW, writing
funding reports. The position the tenured director vacated was filled by
Armando Sanchez.
"Bunzel accused nie." Paul Sanchez said last May to reporters. "oh not
moving educalicinally and that I was not a capable administrator. Bunzel
wants a new program and my suspicions are that it should be more
traditionally bound and should be no dillerent than any other social work
program in the country."
Student comments
Albert Valencia. 26. was a student in MSW last year. He now works in
Student Counseling. He said, -Paul Sanchez has dune a lot. He is an honest
hard-working committed man. Paul is above all what they brought out against
him. tie doesn’t have the time to be bothered."
Valencia stressed decisions made last year in MSW were "1 amity style," He
said. "We worked not with large organizations but on the grass-rnot level. It
was the most meaningful year in my life."
Salvador Alvarez was one ol the instructors who resigned. He taught social
policy in the small department ol 28.
"Sal was too political for the administration,- Gabriel Reyes said. Reyes is
head al the Mexican-American Educational Oppurtunity Progratn I EOPI. "He
was not lilting the social worker stereotype. He believed in reform within the
welfare system."
Alvarez is now on special assignment in the library building. The
resignation he submitted is ellective lune. 1973.
Mateo Camarillo was the second instructor who resigned. He was the field
work co-ordinator of MSW. The field team wascoinprised ol himself and four
at
Chicanos assisted
"They assisted in helping Chicanos to survive.- said Dr. Manuel Miranda,
former MSW leacher. Miranda is now a counselor in Student Counseling.
"They helped Chicanos survive," Miranda continued. "1.conomicallv.
politically, socially, and mentally. According to Miranda, the held team worked tin an all Milo :ism program in
San lose’s East side, provided -input- into La Rains total teat ’MI and referral
center and the establishment id Saint Mark 11 ChM, 11 Dat. Care Center.
Camarillo is now living in the San Diego region. this resignation was ti ii’, live last lune.
Al press time. Camarillo and Alvarez were not at ailatile tor imminent. Paul
Sanchez declined to make any statements.
At the time of the disruption, in late May, the three ,auelit to be re -instated
into MSW. Supported by various Chicano argent zat ions. including 1.11 Reza,
they held a press conlerence, filed grievances and appealed or 11.5. District
court action.
Court action fails
Court action laded last lehs. is lien
S. I list rici Court lodge Lloyd S. Burke
denied the case, lie seal he did not
e lederal court should be invidved.

Grievances have been is ithdrawn. A lew prominent Chicanos have
expressed curiosity as to vvhy thev were withdrawn. They teel "some sort of
exchange" occured how(
Bunzel and the three instruchirs.
The president wit h -held comment in the grievance speculations. He did
give allenlianit, NISW changes.
lwre is ere problems last semester.- Bunzel said. "I was uncertain if the
program was 1111.14111H Ils original goals. It WF1S clear to me things needed to he
clarified. To get (Lard ication I decided to have a presidential review before I
could make 11 serious recommendation. Committee action
A maim .11,1/S.1111in tram the three instructors’ supporters was that Bunzel
-chase to ., iij iiiit the dismissal without wailing tor the written reports
evaluating I he \t SV. program."
-l’hat’s lids,. fill nzel said. "Two committees came about. They completed
their win k and shtiuutult led their linal reports."
The first content hp, set up in October. 1971, was made up of members of the
president s
nisi rat ion. Headed by Dr. Hobart Burns. they examined MSW
curriculUITI and -1:ilked to students and faculty involved in the program."
Some maintain hat the presidential review "never visited MSW." Burns
countered, "There were visits, paperwork and consultation."
Alter the appointment of the lirst committee, there were complaints that
none were trained in social work. Additional dissention said none were
"Chicano orientated or in any way identified by the Chicano community. Named the "Chicano Task Force," a second cinnmittee came into being. Also
set up by Hunzel, it was comprised largely til pratessional Chicano social
workers.
Task Force members were to make a review and report their findings solely
to Paul Sanchez and Pres. Bunzel. According to campus Ombudsman Mike
Honda. it was agreed the reports would not be made public.
Honda said he lound this nut when he was retused access to Task Force
reports. A committee member turned down his request by letter.
"Haw are you going to review.- a Chicano student wondered, "something in
two days, that look seven years to organizer
The Task Force only devoted "Iwo or three days" Burns admitted, visiting
MSW. However. Burns insisted "they did their homework before and alter."
The entire review, according to Burns. "lasted two weeks."
Another committee, a "search committee," was formed to find a new MSW
director. Chaired by Dr. Burns, it was composed of professionals from social
services and educational institutions in Santa Clara County. Six of the ten
members had Spanish sur-names.
New director chosen
Bunzel was enthusiast ic about the recommendation of Armando Sanchez. "I
am delighted he was able to take the lob," Bunzel said.
Armando Sanchez, no relation to Paul Sanchez, directed the Chicano Planning Council in San lose. This council planned social services for the entire
Southwestern U.S. He was also a case worker and community planning
specialist for the Department of Social Services of Santa Clara County.
Armando Sanchez not only became the new heath of the MSW program but
also became the dean of the "new" school.
-We always intended," declared Bunzel, "that MSW would in time become a
school and the director would be named a dean."
The president indicated he is looking lorward to MSW being fully accredited sometime next year. "We now," continued Bunzel, "based on what has
happened under present leadership, believe we are on our way to accreditat ion. 11 we had not made i hechanges. I doubt if we would have a chance
to be accredited."
Educational program wanted
In the middle ill last lune, kiunzel said he W.11111.11. -dhove all an educational
program at the university level," and it must "meet the academic standards
Wh11:11 ilnld necessarily associated with such programs. Des( thing his concern tor the program, Hunzel said. "One and a half years
ago.
10 legislation. we lost 67 I acuity positions. During all that we kept
MSW going. The president said faculty positions were taken from tither departments to
"keep MSW alive.- He remarked that MSW’s funds then came directly from
San lose Stale Uni versit y’s (own budget.
NOW. he pointed 0111, the project is on the slate hudgel. The stale legislature
allocated $93.000 and a place for MSW in the permanent budget. Presently
there are 311 students and a stall of 12.
Bunzel believes the program "is sound and imaginative. It is a pioneering
program. There is not another like it in the country."
"Buntel Ion hung up," a Chicano student H811.1"on academic technicalities.
He wants nice sounding accredital ions and Chicanos want something tor their
people. Both 1.14111 fund Armand() are good men. The program would work mu’
well under (’It

early in the semester. Selected by du 1.11111111111HP 111
Program Board members, Miss Higgins was a
new student this semester to San lose Stale
University.
"The committee t hought she would be good
because she would nut be so involved in the
politics of the whole thing,- Toni Young. a
Program Board member said.
However, Miss Young said Miss Higgins gut
into trouble because she did not know who lo
contact tor what, or who to ask questions when
she had difficulties.
Terry Gusto, another member of the Program
Board selection committee, said they merely
asked Miss Higgins il she wanted the job, and
she accepted.
"She said she thought she could do it anti so
did we," he explained.
When Miss Higgins realized she could not handle the position. she and lohn Anderson. the assistant manager, wanted to switch positions.
Anderson disclosed.
"She didn’t want to quit, she just couldn’t handle being manager," Anderson said.
Soon alterward, A.S. Council gave authority
to A.S. Pres. King lor hiring and tiring, and he
chose to close the colleehouse.
Another reason the colleehouse never really
opened this semester is that it did not meet
health requirements.
told them they had to clean the place up,"
said Ed Niel hold. bald service manager for
Spartan Shops,
However. Anderson said that stipulation was
taken care of quickly by the coffeehouse stall
and volunteers.
"There was also a question of some building
that needed to be done in the colleehouse, and
we’ve known about it since last year.- Anderson
stated.
He explained that walls needed to be

constructed in cei I am spot s in the colleehouse
tor "insurance reasons.- and that the stall
wanted to have the construction work completed
during Christmas vacation.
King replied, however. "The coffeehouse
board. itself, should make that decision.- But.
since Act 51 has not been passed, there is no
board. and so the building has not yet been
arranged.
Besides King’s reasons tor closing the
Colfeehouse in late November. Niet hold said it
had ill be closed anyway because the administration ot Spartan Shops ordered an auction rut old kitchen equipment in that building.
This kept it closed or over a week.
"You can t blame anybody there.- Niel hold
ve been planmng this auction tor
said. "I
some time..
Since’l here was no governing act. ml int. knew
who was in charge, there was no manager, it did
nut meet health requirements, an auction was
personality
planned, and numerous other
problems incurred. The hunt Et tort Col I eehouse
did not remain open thus semester.
"It was a combination il things,- Anderson
slated, "A combination ol the auction, and the
hassels between the Program Board. the A.S.
government and Dennis King. think Dennis I king) overstepped his
bounds, anti everybody is keeping pretty much
to their own opinions." Miss Young remarked.
-One problem grew on one problem.- King
said. "but the lact remains that it is moving.- He
termed this period as a -transitional point."
II Act 51 is passed alter its third reading
goday, much oh these problems will be given to a
colleehouse board lor resolution.
What happens it that act is not carried today?
"When it will be a whole other can of worms!’
King warned.
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Affectionate touch of SJSU Santa, Don Davidson

1Santa

e;

asks gift of peace

By Russ Brown
Special to the Daily
Since his childhood. Don Davison has lived
with an ant ullilled ambitian. Last month.
when he donned his woolly red suit and
mounted the I Mom, in the Emporium toy
department, his goal was achieved. Don
Davison is Santa Clausor perhaps. Santa
Claus is Don Davison.
Don. a 26-year -old student at San lose
Slate University. will be translerring to(It..
Santa Cruz next semester lo 1:11111Inue
working in the field of exceptionally’ handicapped or retarded children.
Kids ant: happiness are what Don’s pub is
all about. Though he’s been Santa lor anti a
month, he hasquickl y learned what to expect.
"Usually kids under two or over IS mean
trouble.- Thuse under two have an almost uncontrollable urge lo cry or wet and Don has
sultered both. And it was only through his
last thinking and quick talking that he convinved a teenager not to pull oil his heard to
the certain horror ol the onlooking children.
Barbie dolls and red cars are still 1111’11111M
common requests. but Don is amazed and
delighted with he perceptive and generous
attitude of many children. "Some simply iisk
tor happiness. They realize that they have so
much." A 9-year-old boy told Don that he
wanted to be a biochemist. "They’re so aware.
When 1. was nine I probably thought a
biochemist was smnet hung you alt’.’’
While Don is charmed liv the children. he
Mien
hinds the parents to be just the an litlimning
As I was giving
one little girl Ii piece ol cai14. her mother
warned. ’My daughter ilitesn t take can&

00.’

le

Iron’ dirty old men.. I smiled at what 1 a.
thought was her joke but then saw she wasn’t
kidding.
It’s not only thildren that visit Santa, he
noted. "I saw this woman sort ol floating up
the ramp. She weighed at least 250 pounds
and she wanted her picture taken on Santa’s
lap. I had to raise one hand atm, e her head to
gel part at me in the picture Another lime.
Don spent a hall hour visit tai ii ith H 11/111I N’ :0
tram the hills ol South
w;aormolai int a out
lust
Carolina.
Don is approached by a surprising number
ol grown people. Customers and clerks will
come and ask about guys. tor cars or abilut 00
marriage. "Some it them are truly 81,111111S I dd
them I’m sort ill their last hope . Don had applied tor any type of work at the
Emporium and they called him to suggest the
Santa Claus position. To be one (11 the Em- 0
porium’s three Sant as. 1111e must simply iiJaPP
10 be cheerlul, pat lent. make no promises and
give each child one red and one green candy.
Beyond those guidelines, each Santa is on his
own,
Being a store Santa has made Don all the
more aware of the commercial excess of
Christmas. A child sitting on his lap tanks out
over a sea id toys ante betide parents and
Santa, is asked to choose. In one sense his rude
is simply ill lifiliV people into the store and
sell pictures.
Often his visniirs will return to share their
candy or bring him some cookies they have
made. "To them I represent goodness and toy.
That’s what Christmas is all about." And it
Santa could have one I hi tug tor Christmas.
what WI)11111 it be! -Peacelust peace."
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Brinegar: pre-conceptions may be wrong

Dan R
A people without reliable news is,

Eileen Col la
11:eorge Hedy

sooner or later, a people without the

Mark Si1111111

basis of freedom.
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Harold J. Laski,

British socialist and political philosophe,.
No. 53
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wycoStaff Comment afmthlolgaiswi*
Commercialism hits holy city
by Mark Le% ine
Christmas Eve, Bethlehem, Israel -administered Jordan, 1971
The roads were packed with Christian pilgrims who were making their
way to Manger Square in Bethlehem.
The traffic was backed as far as
Jerusalem, approximately six miles
away.
This was Christmas Eve, 1971.
Almost one year ago today, I was in
Bethlehem, the Biblical birthplace of
lesus.
The focal point, of course. was the
manger itself, nestled below a Greek
Orthodox Church.
Entering the church was no easy
task. Israeli soldiers were screening all
those who wanted to descend the old
stairs to the manger area. Bearded
Orthodox monks were
Greek
screening all the women for short
skirts.
Arab vendors were selling post cards
and trinkets outside the church while
television cameramen were scrambling to film all the activity.
This was Bethlehem of 1971, far
different than the Bet Lehem ’Hebrew
for House of Bread) ol 1,971 years
previous.
As I
made my s iv down the
crowded narrow passageway to what
is probably the most hell luN ed spot in
all of Christendom, the iii tiger area
il ched some
where Jesus was horn, I
01 the European, American drul Asian
pilgrims that had tras e I led around the
world to be at this spot.
the place was holy and the people
who were pushing their way down the
stairs were anxious to reach it.
Al the bottom, French nuns were
stdmling, drius ixiisseil. They were
chin Ii hg lit Ii hymns I hat only added
to the solemness of the area.
Thc 111.
Were kneeling on the
floor. slime kissing the manger.
Most ek erybody. hots ever, was
pushing to get out of an incredibly
crowded area.

Once outside, a deep breath of air
was a relief after inhaling the strong
incensed smell that clouded the whole
interior of the church.
The outside looked like a carnival. In
the square, a closed circuit television
screen was ready for the broadcast of
the religious ceremonies inside the
church.
Small Arab children were running in
the square, some begging and some
selling small religious articles.
Jesus freaks from all over the world,
but mostly America, were sitting or
laying on the ground while choir
groups from France and America were
singing Christian hymns.
When the stars had lit up the small
town, the services began in the church.
The first part was in Greek for the
Greek Orthodox. The second service
was in Latin for the Roman Catholics.
The crowd outside, which that was
unable to get into the church, watched
the proceedings on a large screen.
Suddenly, to everybody’s dismay, the
visual part was suddently cut oft as a
bus driver short-circuited the
television cables as he was negotiating
a turn.
Disappointment showed on many
persons faces. Some had travelled
around the world in order to watch
Christian services in Manger Square.
The’ commercialism that has
bothered many Americans at
Christmas time has also afflicted
Christmas celebration in Bethlehem.
The post cards, the trinkets and the
shops that were open half the night to
enhance naive tourists to spend money
did much to ruin the Christmas spirit
in Bethlehem.
Perhaps the fault lies with the
thousands of tourists who do crowd
into this small town but for the devout
Christian, a pilgrimage to Bethlehem
at Christmas can be a pitiful disappoint ment.

Mano a Mano
Por Jaime Quips
Well. here it is !he lust di-hi:kid the
year, wow! doesn’t that scare you?
Pues a mi nomas un escante. Pues
como nadie cavo con ningun Merry
Xmas dpara nadie, nada mas quiero
desearles a cads uno de todos ustedes,
mis fieles lectures (readers) una muy
feliz navidad y un prospero Ano
Nuevoy que el viejo barbon les traiga
todo lo que le encargaron. Ya saben
que si no reciben to que pidieron no le
echen la culpa a nadie mas que a
ustedes mismos poi. no haber sido tan
"nice" como le dijeron.
Tam bien it’s not nice to try and fool
at dude con el hair on his jaws porque
el halo es muy sensitive y por la nada
se aguita. Para las fiestas que se hacen
pare recebir al New Year pues ya
saben In que les aconseje antes. Si van
a "pistear" no manejen y at van a manejar no "pisteen" mucho porque les
puede hacer mal.
Yo se que nomas que se terminen las
clases el viernes todo mundo se va a
peter para sus "cantones" y a tirar
party alla con todos los camaradas y
tambien a darles una vuelta a los jetes.
Pero pars los que piensan quedarse
unos dias mas pues aqui les traigo una
buena noticia. For all of you that like to
get started early there’s going to be a
superbad "borlo." Aqui les viene, Hear
ye, Hear Ye there’s going lobes party
"Thursday Nile." Dig it people, the address is 550 Su. Eleventh Apt. No. 2, el
"pedo" se empieza a las 8 de la noche.
Names que si se quieren "poner locos"
tienen que traer su own. Pero don’t let
that stop you porque va haber poquito
de todo.
Hey you all, aqui les van felicidades
a alguien. Felix Navidad Tale Tolteca
con Trompita, G.S. Tambien pare
lodes las senoritas bonitas from
Rogelio un Merry Xmas y un Happy
New Year.
Fambien pare las personas que se
van a quedar por aqui durante las

vacaciones aqui les viene algo que les
va a interesar. There’s going to be a
benefit dance. It is going to be at the
Santa Clara Fair Grounds Bldg.
December 22, 1971. From 6:00 PM to
12:00 AM de la noche. Es para juntar
fondos para seguir un programa con
facilidades
educacionales
y
recreaciones, para obtener y distribuir
comida y ropapara gente necesitada en
caso de emergencia, y para equipos
para los Monitors.
The bands playing are MESTIZO,
STONE BROWN, RUBEN RUBIO,
YLOS UNICOS. Las donaciones son
solamente dos dolares y un bote de
comida. The people putting it on are
Los Black Berets, Chicanos Por La
Gente, y Los Monitors. Asi es que if
you are going to be around the area
keep it in mind y traten de asistir.
Bueno gente hagan lo que hagan,
haganlo con genes y con bastante de fe.
Si le van a poner a los "toques" a la
botella no se les olvide de echarse uno
por mi, y vice-versa. Con las
vacaciones que ya cast eaten aqui
espero que todo mundo se acuerde de
LB) HHH. Estes no son las inicials de
los batos que hace tiempo eran muy
bien conocidos pero no muy bien
recibidos. Este es un modo de decirnos
uno a otro cuando estemos un poco
debajo del tiempo, Let’s Be jolly, Ho,
Ho Ho, Ya yen que asi todo sale bien
suavecito. Who were those guys
anyway?
Well, like George Washington said
when he crossed the Delaware River
"man it sure is cold." That about the
size of our cuento porque dicen que en
San fc no hace frio pero, eso que se In
cuenten a otro porque este "warm
blooded mexican" will definitely not
buy those "jive hielos." Asi es que
portense bien y acuerdense que en entre menos se apuran mas duran!! Al
Rao!!

Taking over as Secretary of Ihterior
in 1969, Walter Hickel said he didn’t
believe in "conservation for
conservation’s sake."
This comment led environmentalists
to believe the new Interior Secretary
would be a bitter enemy.
Within a year of his appointment,
conservationists did an about face in
their opinion of Nickel. Hickel’s
positive actions were the reasons for
this change of opinion.
He led the battle against the Miami
jetport, a project that endangered the
ecorogy of Everglades National Park.
Hickel argued that polluters should
pay the costs of cleaning up their
pollutants.
By the time he criticized the Nixon
administration saying "it lacks appropriate concern" for youthful complaints, Hickel was regarded by many
as the one bright spot on the Nixon
team.
Now, there’s a new man in charge of
the Department of Transportation
(DOT).
The man appointed last week by
Pres. Nixon is a California oil
executive, Claude S. Brinegar.
The task facing Brinegar is
monumental. The DOT, under John
Volpe, has realized mass transit is
essential in our crowded urban areas.
Federal aid for mass transit projects is
now a one billion dollar a year
program.
The Highway and Urban
Transportation Act of 1972, although
defeated in Congress, was a major step
forward. It proposed that gasoline tax
money could be used to finance mass
transit, instead of just more highways.
The appointment of Brinegar, who is
a senior vice-president, a member of
the board of directors and president of
gasoline division of Union Oil Corp.,
forces one to ask if more freeways,
rather than pollution free mass transit
is the order of the day.
Already his appointment to the

cabinet post has drawn criticism from
environmentalists. The Highway Action Coalition, an anti -highway lobbying group has issued a statement
saying it was "outraged" by Brinegar’s
nomination to the post.
The Coalition noted that in 1970,
Union Oil donated $20,000 to defeat a
California proposition (Prop. 18) that
would have allowed some of
California’s gasoline tax revenues to
be used for mass transit and anti-

pollution development, rather than
just highway development.
I can understand why the Highway
Action Coalition is upset, yet, in
fairness to Brinegar, criticism of the
man should be withheld until he acted
in the capacity of Secretary of the
DOT.
Recalling the situation of former
Secretary of the Interior Walter
Hickel, Brinegar deserves a clean slate
as he begins with the DOT.
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THE GALLERY
The second time around: the Lord’s visit
........

li
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Christmas at t,r Christmas had
rolled by on earth without much really
happening in the way of peace, good
will and all that.
People in higher places, not exactly
pleased with mankind’s progress,
were finally preparing to revisit the
little planet.
Scene: The final judgment day. The
Lord sits on a golden throne while His
right-hand man, St. Peter, carefully
examines a long checklist.
Lord: Well. Peter, is everything
ready?
Peter: lust about, Sir. I’m checking
the flight plans right now.
Lord: Flight plans! What in Heaven
for?
Peter: You see, Sir, there are so many
airplanes taking off so often in every
part of the world, not to mention the
satellites, space capsules and other
hardware cluttering the path.
Which brings me to the gas masks;
here’s one for you.
Lord: What gas masks?
Peter: Well, wit hall those planes, the
atmosphere down there is polluted
with exhaust. Then there’s the car,
train, bus and factory fumes ... it’s just
too hazardous to health.
Lord: Okay, I guess I understand the
flight clearance and gas masks. Let’s
go.
Peter: Hold it, Sir. We’ll have to
make sure not to descend in a war zone.
Lord: You mean they still have war

Not recycled?
EDITOR:
Passing the journalism Building at
5:30 p.m. last Friday, I encountered a
worker removing stacks of Spartan
Daily newspapers from the dispensers
and tossing them into his pick-up
truck which was already loaded with
bound unused copies of the
newspaper.
I thought that surely they must
process this surplus for reuse. But I
asked him lithe papers were recycled
and he said no, they were just hauled
off and junked.
It would seem to me that in a month’s
time, there would be enough excess
paper to print an additional two
week’s worth of Spartan Dailies.
I would like to ask for a clarification
of policy as to unused newspapers.
How many copies are published? How
many are left over and what is done
with these?
Wayne Morgan

in a civilized world?
Peter: Civilized, Lord? It seems they
can’t live without killing. If it’s not on
the streets it’s in some far away place
for a far away reason.
Lord: But what about peape on earth
and good will toward all?
Peter: It seems, Sir, that some people
want a bigger piece on earth than they
deserve. By the way, Sir, that beard
and robe will have to go. They’ll
probably call you a dirty old bum.
Lord: But didn’t I create all men
equal?

Flick

Malaspina

Peter: Indeed you did, Sir, but on
earth some men are more equal than
others. You should see what happens
to the minorities!
Lord: (sadly) I give tham a
playground and they turn it into a battleground. They’d have a nice little
place down there it they’d only take
care of it.
Peter: Well, ready to go Sir?
Lord: No, Peter, I think I’ll wait a
while. I don’t see much need for reward
down there, and on a place like that,
who needs more punishment?

to the Editor
Motivation: secret of success
For the most illusive and most bold
narrative which I am about to pen. I
neither expect nor solicit either belief
of or good echo from people. Mad
indeed would I be to expect it, in a case
where my very senses reject their own
reality or applicability in either in our
daily life or lifetime. Yet, mad am I
notand very surely do I not dream.
My immediate purpose is to place
before the world, plainly, concisely,
and without detailed comment, some
mere common universal facts upon
which any emphasis need not be laid.
Resulting from their consequences
or in accordance with their rules in my
lifetime and daily life, today and
tomorrow are given to me. I am a Don
Quixote and a Carnegie-follower, and
everyday I must concentrate all my efforts upon my future, better, happier
and more successful career, to rise in
the world in fortune and fame in this
severely competitive society of ours
and should not dissipate energy, time,
and money for any temptations such as
luxury, sex, and entertainment.
Through focusing my energy. time.
and plans upon one life goal, it can be
achieved easily and early in this
Darwinian struggle for existence, the
survival of the fittest by realizing the
limit ednesss of our lifespan, or rather
that of our "active" life-span.
No matter how highly modern
medical technology is and will be
developed, it can lengthen it to some
extent but not to a remarkably
amazing extent. Moreover, I do not
have any born-ingenuity like that of
Einstein, Beethoven and Shakespeare.
Hence, that’s why I am a sincere
follower of the great philanthoropist,
Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919) who

became the king of the steel industry of
U.S.A., being neither a genius nor an
idiot.
However, he established 20 rules to
be observed, recited, and followed
daily in order to achieve his final life
goal.
To imitate his success. I think it was
helpful and stithulating for me to read
two books:
following
the
"Management of Time" and "How to
Sleep Short -time Most Effectively."
The applications of the principles help
achieve one’s ambition early. I believe
it is really worthwhile to design one’s
life; career planning cannot be stressed
too much.
Of course, we face slot of difficulties
and barriers to be overcome and are
very apt to be drowned by desperate
situations. However, remembering
Napoleon I (Bonaparte Napoleon) who
said, "Victory too easily won is worth
little," we can believe that the dream
will come true provided we pay for it
through painstaking efforts.
Boys, be ambitious!
Yoon-soon Ha
Dept. of Mat. Sci.
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Christmas Crossword by

LaOuita Bolded(

Blame it on Burt

Nude dude review in ’73
By basalt. Leber
Men-having a problem tinding just the right Christmas
gill for that special girl in your
bile? Listen, have I found the
gift lor any women’s libber or
domestic homebody!
You can blame it on Burt
Reynolds. but the male nude is
not a lad or a trend -he is here
to stay. And the talk of the
town is the male nude calendar.
Men have had their Playboy
calendars lor years, now there
is a man in the bull of the
month for every woman.
The men, in these calendars,
are nude, but there seems to be
an unwritten law that goes
with a "naked man:" You cannot show "it.- One has to settle
with lust the rest id -him.Ladies’ Home Companion
The iirst .111-inale nude

ACROSS
I. A holiday celebrated by Cheese lens as
the anniversary ol the birth 01 lutes.
Traditional Christmas pudding.
14. ---- the Chrisimas tree.
10. Fest J letters 01 a Shakespearean
play which paid tribute to Christmas.
21. Christmas tree trim.
27. Put te.lo service.
till. Christmas color I ebbe.
31. Traditional boy’s Chrest mas gill !abbr.!
33. Opposing directions lebbr.1
Vigar General labbr.1
37. Indicates presence 01 alcohol or
phenol.
39. Contraction ol is.
411. acre labler I
41. A person who inherits.
45. Airport code lor Erie. Pennsylvania.
48. Shorlened version id snow. as before
cone.
51. College holidays stem to go by this
way lor both loculey anti sludents.
55. Baseball error labbr.l.
50. ’third series lollowenic In. ni.11,k
I. m. It. 111.1. I. h. Ca. I. etint. p. 11.1.1f1.
lib. TO make her happier at Christmas
and always, handle your girlfriend teeth
Iaward initialed elder.).
was
written
CM. Christmas
Cristem
in this. 12.word initialed
shbt.l.
I. Christmas color made ley ermine
blue and yellow ’abbr.’.
72. Many studenls will drew.. Ibis
type ol roads over Christmas vocation.
75. A radio hand 12woril
77. A single reversal ot Santa. r114011
lemma Inplicale saving
79. "----paper packing.. wrapped
in strong. falibr.I.
at. Symbol toe the element xenon
83. Indicates plural
84. The "wise men Irene the hasl who
traveled to Bethlehem.
88. In chess. the Symbol lor knight.
80. Indicates a multiple ol to.
91. PeacemfrEarlh man who birds to
war because 01 his conscience. 12-word
initiated ahler.1
03. What a child mwthl eSclaiM on
Christmas mornina.
96. University ol Calitornin ’abbr.!
M. Symbol tor the element potassium.
Mi. In the year Oaten ahhcl.
Mt Small stele !abbr.’
Ited.. Part ol the repealeng chorus en
"Deck the Halls.
104. Used 10 represent rl person who It
sex is nut spectlied.
1011. What this purcle ifebasically al
.
Ito. Indic.en someone or something
that perlorins the rind verb action. les.
phut meanie,.
112. Instead eel evergreen. many use an
ertilenal one.
1
Cereelenst mime nice way 10 say ihiv
to people. V011 (1011 I know al Christmas.
time.

GAS
Regular (94.0ttane)

33 %
Ethyl (100+Octane)

3 5 9A 0
Serve Yourself
And Save
Cigarettes 35(
Prices subject to
change without
notice

PURITAN
OIL CO.
10th & Taylor
6th & Keyes
4th & William
ISM

40

1 MUST I

calendar was -Ladies Home
Companion." LHCI. It is el
product ut Bo-Tree Produclions. San Francisco, and is the
classiest ot the calendars to be
loom! in Spartan Bookstore.
LAC leatures viclonan-type
portraits ul men, who are mostly California businessmen.
The calendar 15 done in sepiatone, vignette prints. Sepia tone is a photograph in a
brown tint. Vignette is an unbordered portrait that shades
oft into the surrounding color
at the edges. This gives the
&fed ol an old-lashioned
daguerreotype.
A well known San Francisco
lithographer gave a professional view ol LHC. "It’s really
a well designed job. There is
obviously a high quality of
craltsmanship in the

Ill. Ind ca es without or opposite to.
124 In the threclion or towards las in
the mut cal terms astern. Mee).
123. Variant 01 ole, for small or Mlle.
125. Items hung by the chimney with

DOWN
I. Surname of a lolly. lat. white. bearded
man en red suit,
2. What one does it he sings melds
wee houi openinee his mouth nor actually
leaving words.
3. Monetary unit ol Germany until 18411
worth 1011 reechsplennim. ’abbr.).
4. Greek iota.
5. What you do to the Christmas cookie
batter.
11. Transition labbr I
7. Christmas decorative parasitic shrub
with while berries.
IL Possible vocal ending toe a choir sing
!he more spiritual Christer,. songs.
h. Indicates the pos.sseve c.e.
10. A rne.ure DI the acidity 01 alkalind v
ol e solulion.
21. Perfectly or precisely.
M. Boman numerical tor 511.
29. Loosely. the day belore threstmas.
Christmas ---.
33. German immigrant
who last
denuded Sonia Claus with e sleigh .1
reindeer. Thomas ----.
36. What is placed under the Christmas
37. Zero.
to. Something loaded with premnIs and
pulled by roindeer.
41. hyergreen branches with red hem.,
used tor Christmas lime decorations
44. Aries symbol and a least itoe
soodice in earlier Imes.
46. lewish sperilual leader labbr.l.
49. F111110. ballet Irequenily perform...l
donne the Christmas holiday season
53. Thin which makes a -white
Christmas.
511. Another name tor Saint Nicholas.
lebbr.1
04. Feminine chess piece labbr.l.
74. International computer corporation
with San lose plant. tabbrk.
75. A nine-branched candelabrum used
in celebration 01 Chanukah.
77. Mrculer or ---- shaped.
el. Symbol what you net under the m,
n3. A Ihshop who lived in Asia Memnon
the loan h cent um.
Nicholas.
at,. lapanese game or two with a Mil square peeving hoard.
87. Variant ot V.
90. A large Wee chunk Iraelitionally
burned in I he lireplace at Chnstenas.
93. Symbol or the element tungsten.
95. Men bearing malt s to the (Arial child.
07. Songs id praise or toy. espectaily al
no Implement necessary !or online
clown a Christmas free.
104A:hr....a trees are sometimes
pnced by this dimension ’abbr.!.
107. Homan numerical or 1.1100.
114. Mon holidays are associated with
special Reeds to ----.
118. Lambda.
122. Modern Christmas free Mehln use
this power source.
125. Semetic word meaning Moth.
pronounced shin or sin.
127. A blood type
129. Unit 01 weeght tor precious stones
!abbr.].
130. The sell. the ego.
131. Born Hoehn bbr.l.
Solution to the Cterestrnos Crossword
Pumle will appear in tomorrows
,ror: rl

I ’oily

Ladies Home Companion offers variety

separation, reproduction and
printing. They used quality
materials in the paper and ink.
Ifs a line reproduct
Two San Francisco women,
Judy Horst and Christ Hopf
created LHC. in Women’s
Wear Daily, the women said
they did not attempt to cover
up anything. They wanted a
product that could be sold
anywhere.
The women claimed they did
not try to hide "it." A well
placed leg, knee, hand or
shadow did the trick for them.
’the women stated they were
not looking liar "super movie
star stypes." No ultense. but
they did not get them.
The men in LHC are from all
walks DI lite. Mr. June is
shaving over a book case. How
many men shave in the living
room’? Mr. July is riding a
bicycle down a bumpy road. I
wonder if il hurt’?
All in all, LHC. which can be
purchased in a plain brown
wrapper lor your Cranny, is a
job well done. It retails lor
$4.50, but I saw it at Liberty
House, Eastridge lor only
53.95.
Man’s of Time
A local outfit, Smooch
Productions, Santa Clara,
compiled a black and white
calendar. ’rhe men in"Man’s ot
Time- are more earthy. as
compared to the sophisticated
men ol Ladies’ Home Companion.
Man’s ol Time was put
together by two San Jose State
University graduates. Corni
Kornegay and Larry Rone. and
photographer Jordan Rhem.
Smooch Productions’ calendar is a real calendar. LHC and
Eve’s 12 Ito bediscussed later)
have minuscule calendars.
Man’s al Time has a large bold
calendar set in black on milk white stock.
The men. mostly "long
hairs" are photographed in
houses, on the beach, and in
the woods. Man’s ot Time
lacks a Black male, while the
other two calendars each include one Black.
Though the producers did
not attempt to hide anything.
"it- is no where to be bound.
Again, a well placed leg.
shadow. hr hand. saved the

world’s males from complete
exposure.
Man’s ol Time is also in the
Spartan Bookstore lor 53.95 in
limited quantities. It can be
mall ordered from Smooch
Productions, P.O. Box 2743,
Santa Clara.
Eve’s 12
That last calendar to grab.
shall we say, my attention.
was Eve’s 12. It’s an "au
nature!" calendar put out be
Evelyn Carter, of H.D.S.
publishing
company.
Michigan.
Eve’s 12 is very interesting.
First of all, it is in color.
"Twelve provocative men in
lull captivating color." says
the cover.
Eve’s 12 is done on slick
stock, which is magazine type
paper with a smooth sir slick
coaling.
This calendar is difterent
Irom the other two: Where
LHC and Man’s of ’rime pose
their men artistically. Miss
Carter has made her models to
represent every -day men.
Your typical milkman, an
untypical doctor, a hard hat
and even your token hippie are
portrayed in Eve’s 12.
The men are posed in realistic settings lilting the role they
are portraying. The doctor in
his office. with the examining
table hitting him just right so
to cover "it:" the loot ball
player in the locker room and
the cowboy alongside his
horse. "Shucks. ma’am."
As with the other calendars.
a
well -placed
champagne
glass, a telephone, an ax handle discreetly hide that
forbidden phallus. One thing
to say tor Eve’s 12. it is not
afraid to show a little pubic
hair, here and there.
Eve’s 12, in lull color can be
purchased for $2. But watch
out, the cover warns. "Not for
sale to minors.-

It’s almost like a success
story. Local girl makes good.
Corn i Kornegay, a 1971 San
Jose
State
University
graduate, has plunged into the
new, popular and last growing
industry ... that il exploiting
the male body. And she has
produced a male nude calendar called "Man’s of Time."
"We got the idea from all the
Burt Reynolds publicity. Soon
everyone jumped into the act."
said Miss Kornegay.
The "we" is Smooch productions, a company started by
Miss Kornegay. Larry Rune,
also an SjSU graduate, and
lordan Rhem, a photographer.
’the three ol them constitute
Smooch Productions.
"I wanted the calendar to be
a work of art rather than
anythine pornnuraphic.- said

For the I hi rd consecutive year, worth a utd 1111111,11111 y have ii
San lose State University higher moral claim that one’s
Pres. John H. Bonze’ has race, sex, or national origin."
donated funds traditionally
Dr. Burnet began diverting
spent lor Christmas cards ton , the Christmas card lund in
campus agency.
1970, his first Christmas on
This year the $500 will be campus
University
as
given to the Faculty Search
president, "as a means of
Center which seeks women expressing the spirit ol peace
and minority applicants from and good
throughout the United States
The Faculty Search Center
for faculty vacancies,
was instituted by Dr. Bunzel
In a holiday message to the
last spring to aid the academic
departments of the University
University faculty and stall
in expanding their laculty
this week, Dr. Bunzel stated,
recruitment so that more
it seems appropriate during
q uali I ied women and
the Christmas season to realminorities will be among those
lirm our beliel that in a
considered on an equal op.
society
-and
most
democratic
nonand
port unit y
certainly in an academic comdiscriminatory basis.
individual’s
munit y- an
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So there you have male nude
calendars. Myself. and all the
women I
know who have
viewed the calendars think
they are quite funny. The
reason bei nal he calendars are
so obvious about not showing
Let’s be realistic. "It’s there.
’’II ’is a tact ol

Miss Kornegay, who received
her B.A. in art design.
Money worries
save money lor the new
company, the three producers

did virtually
themselves.

everything

-I bought the paper, carried
it to the printers, and stood
over him until it was done."
explained Miss Kornegay.
-My two roommates and
mysell put all the pages
together in order. There were
29,000 sheets Ion 2000 calendars."

To

The only outside prolessional touch "Man’s of lime"
received was the actual printing and the ware spiral at the
top.
Even with all the thrifty el torts of Smooch Productions.
the operation still cost $2000.
"I put every dime I had into it.
plus more. We were our own
backers. That’s why we had to
charge so much. After
everyone gets his cut, thereto
not much left,- said Miss
Kornegay.

Corn i Kornegay

MISSIONARIES

"REPULSION"

Miss Kornegay. trom
Modesto, explained she did
not run into repercussions
over the content of her calendar. "My mother loves it and
she’s 53."
Business problems
The basic woe faced by
Smooch
Productions
concerned the business aspect.
’Ladies’ Home Companion
came out in July. We did not
get started until July. So they
had a big jump on us in sales
and advertising.
"I don’t like being compared
with the big publishers. They
have the big money, big
advertising and backing, all
the things we don’t have," said
Miss Kornegay.
Continued on page

TWO SHOWS
3:30 (35c)
7:30 (500
in Morris Dailey Aud.
Director; Polanski
Starring;CatherineDeneuve
Next Week; ’THE COLLECTOR

GOLDEN

All the men in "Man’s ot
Time" are friends ol the
producers. "One day we were
taking pictures at Villa Montalvo. All ol a sudden. a Boy
Scout troop marched by. We
threw him his pants in a
remembered Miss
hurry."
Kurnegay.
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Photos by Roger woo

The Raiders own personal cheerleader

George about to

get drummed out of Coliseum

Dejected George ejected,
as officials reject pass
Krazy George prepares hex for Joe Namoth

Out of the smog
by Nick L.basb
to the simple geoxhiphical lact
It’
that the UCLA Bruin soccer squad is based too close to
Holt y wood.
Maybe Producer David Merrick delivered a pre -game speech
to the Brut boaters prior to their Western Regional showdown
with the Spartan kickers.
Whatever he LASH. 11 would be much inure appropriate to hand
out Oscars to several 01 the Bruin perlormers tor their part in the
3-1 victory its er the Spurt ans Dec. 2. that assured IGLA a chance
to bring its act to the NI AA finals in Miami.
No less than hall a dozen times throughout the sun baked
alteration in the Southland, Bruin players were lying helplessly
on the turf as it they were clobbered by a runaway truck.
Naturally soccer is a contact sport. However, most ol the incidents when Bruin hooters went flying they were barely even
touched.
You cant call time out in soccer. The clock is in continual
motion and can only be stopped by an otticial it it is deemed
necessary.
So the clock ticked on to its unmercitul knish with the Bruins
doing a showmanship lob at stalling with a 2-0 lead.
In the second hall Spartan tailback Rusty Menzel lett tooled
one ot his cannon shots into the Bruin goal on H tree kick tarot the
deficit to 2- I.
Moment UM Was Clearly changing sides al this juncture at the
game. .1 here seemed little doubt in the minds of the faithful
throng ol soccer tans who made the trek to tantastic L.A.. that the
Spartans wouldn’t pull this game out ot the tire.
Minutes alter Menzel’s goal. the Spartan Irani line was moving
the ball into scoring posit mmiii once again.
Suddenly. as a striken by a bolt of lightening. a Bruin detenSIVP man hit the tort and it seemed to all the world he would
never walk again let alone play soccer.
Bruin hackers were in an ugly mood and much ton close to the
Spartan bench. They were wondering what freaks at nature.
what savaio brutes had Spartan 1.0liCh lithe Menendez employed
lor this important soccer struggle.
1 he tallen hero was carted MI the field too standing ovation.
For what ! I- or deceiving the public. II Phinius T. Barnum were in
the stands he would have convinced the man lii work in his side
show.
Five minutes later the man was back on the Held. ’There is not a
trainer in all the world who can perlorm miracles with truly
wounded athletes.
What this incident did was lake the momentum away from the
Spartan boaters. They were frustrated with the antics ol the
Bruins.
UCLA had the ability to defeat the Spartans without the extra
curricular antics.
With the game on ice as a result at another Bruin goal, Shaa
Agonater moved in tor the academy award. It was on an out-ofbounds play and Agonater-s only Inuit was that he was right
along sole the Spartan bench.
Agonater’s hands were raised and Spartan Berl Baldaccini
tossed the Bruin the ball. It bounded MI his chest and Astonafer
let out a groan as it he had eaten lunch at the greasy spoon cote.
There was no sympathy this time around. The line Ethiopian
athlete will probably never hear such a choice variety of adjectives as long as he lives.
A lew minutes later the ball boys were fighting or the ball in
back al the Spartan goal with the clock melting away.
Incidents ol this nature are why coaches want to wring officials necks. They are why trainers and sports writers want to
storm the field and make tools of thetnselves.
The trip back ti San lose was miserable. Sitting backwards on
airplane as enough la make cl person sick to beolo with
Lail DI tilsItHS he ill I I I billed

By fay Goldberg
OAKLAND -It all started
out very simple.
Krazy George Henderson.
San lose State University’s
No. 1 sports tan, was to
entertain the talks at the
Oakland Raider-New York
lets football game Monday
night.
Hedid, tor less than an hour.
Before the tirst quarter
ended. George was ejected
tram the premises by a
Stadium security guard. He
didn’t even get a chance to lead
his SISLJ litmus "kill" yell.
According to Oakland
Coliseum officials. George
was elected tram the game
because he wouldn’t reveal
where he received his credentials. The credential was a
stolen pass, which ivas issued
to Mutual Radio. security
claimed.
Alter being ejected. George
sat an the parking lot lor two
hours, while his wile viewed
the game tram the press box.

thinking Krazy George was
leading cheers somewhere in
the stands.
What happened: who’s at the
bottom at all this?
According to an article
appearing in the Sunday San
fuse Mercury-News. Krazy
George was supposed to
attend Mundy night’s contest
at the request at Dandy Don
Meredith. He was supposed to
have entertained a national
audience, besides the local
tans.
Contacted at the Fairmont
Hotel in San Francisco before
leaving tor the game, Meredith
was asked how he ever heard
at Krazy George.
"Krazy who? George
Henderson who? What does he
do?" said a puzzled Meredith.
"I’ve never heard of the guy.’
Well at Meredith hadn’t
heard ol George. maybe the
Oakland Raiders had.
"George liendeison. Krazy.
what does he clor answered a
bewildered Tam Grimes.

A ha’s Al Thomas?
Tm not all dialed ,
anyone." Thomas said. "I saw
George at the 1971 Arizona
State game and heard oh his
antics from the radio at this
season’s Hawaii game."
"I tell a man so dedicated to
a team should get a chance to
perform for the Raiders. The
San Francisco 49’ers have
Wayne Tarr, Oakland should
have Krazy George."
"I had no idea what
happened to George until I got
home around 11 p.m., when
George called
me."
said
Thomas.
"I delinitely think George
should have another chance
and if the opportunity comes
up.
try again."
Krazy George has been on
the Spartan scene since 1968
lunolliciallyl and 1969 officially, pulling such stunts as
arriving belore games in
helicopters and police paddy
wagons.
Nevertheless, Krazy George
wasn’t given a chance to pull
anything out oh his bag ol
tricks, as has chance to turn
pro was temporarily stilled.
As Dandy Don said.
"Anything can happen on
Monday night football."
A certain SI SU Ian certainly
agrees with that.

public relations director tar
the Oakland Raiders.
"II he doesn’t have credentials, he’ll be thrown out.
To add to all ol the confusion. the producer at Monday Night Football didn’t
know who Krazy George is
and didn’t know of any type at
special show with him.
Enter George’s wile Chris.
"we received it phone call
tram a man named Al Thomas
Saturday," she said.
"We were supposed to meet
him at the ABC trucks at 4:30
p.m..- she said. "He said
George would be on national
Ts/ and he wanted George to
lead his cheers tor the
Raiders. He said he would have
,:reden tints to get
into
the
game."
This man called Thomas
didn’t show up until 5:30 p.m.
Ile hail the credentials which
he didn’t obtain until 4:30 and
he wauldn’t reveal where he
had gotten them.

Spartans to host
Wolf Pack tonight
In hopes that the trigid
weather that has punished
Nevada during the past week
will carry over to its basketball powers, the San lose State
Spartans play host tonight to
the University ol NevadaReno.
Game tune is set lor 8:05 at
the San lose Civic Auditorium.
and will be broadcast by KS1S
(90.7 FMI.
With the mercury outside in
the low 20’s in Portland Monday night, the Spartans iced
the University al Portland
Pilots inside. 68-63. The victory was the lourth ot the
young season tor SISLJ against
a single loss.
The Pilots shot a trusty 31
per cent I root the Ilium and
lurther aided the Spartan
cause with 24 turnovers.
Ultimately, since the Spartans
shot only 38 per cent and
added 17 turnovers, the cool
anti sloppy play ol the Pilots

led to the Spartans victory
Doug Adkins topped the
Spartans in scoring against
Portland with 21 points. It
marked a season high or the
tumor guard.
Tonight’s game with the
Nevada Woll Pack should be a
dandy it a comparilive score
this early in the season merit
any attention. With their only
common opponent being the
University
al
Idaho. the
Spartans were victorious 7363. The game was played last
weekend in Idaho. The Won
Pack tor Pack as they meter)
edged the Vandals, 711-70. two
weeks ago.
Nevada-Reno brings a 2-2
mark into tonight’s game.
The Pack is led by their
swill and accurate junior
guard, Marvin Buckley. Buckley has scored 64 points in
lour games. averaging 16
points per clash.
The other starters tor
Nevada include Pete Padgett

15.5 per gamel, Sieve Harris
115.5 per gimlet. Dave Webber
112.5 per game), and Mike
Mardian 15.5 per gamel.
The starters lot SISLI
tonight will be luhnny Skinner
and Eric Saulny at guards,
Dave Docker y and Leon
Beauchman at lorwards and
center Don Ornclort I.
stat (11111-15.4111 4-.1-I I. Skinner 5-i’

Tonight, the San lose State
University trash basketball
team puts its unbeaten strip
on the line against St. Mary’s
junior varsity in the San lose
CIVIC Auditorium at 5:45.
Castle Air Force Base comes

to Spartan Gym Friday !or a 7
p.m.
contest
and
the
Spar! ababes closeout the 1972
portion ol the schedule with
4 p.m. home tilt with usually
good City College at San Fran
cisco the next day.

Tolman 27 -Suit

lose
State
The San
University rugby club opened
its regular season ot play
Saturday. with a 30-7winover
the Seahawks of Santa Cruz
on the south campus soccer
field.
Floyd Mahgoy scored a try
and a drop kick to lead the
Spartans in scoring along with
Rich O’Leary. Dan [ones and
Brad C ha boy a who also scored
trys. SISLI travel to Stantord
Ian. h, to meet the Cardinals of
the Nor. Cal. Rugby League.
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Tests new ideas, lifestyle

Cleve presents views

San Jose Symphony Conductor George Cleve

TV thriller shows
just aren’t scary
By Frank Bruno
Since the days of -Thriller"
with bad guy Boris Karlolt and
the Twilight Zone" with Rod
Serling, television has
lowered itself to the depths of
ki-movie science fiction.
In the old days Radon was
able to scare the knockwurst
out of anybody even hough all
he did was introduee each

MOYER
MUSIC
HOUSES
JOB LEARNING
Part time job
learning to repair
musical instruments.
Applicant must be able
to play woodwinds
well.
SEE MR. POWERS
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

show. .....he Twilight Zone"
was oftentimes brilliant with
its eerie and curiously realistic plots.
Serlings new brainchild.
"Night Gallery" is following in
the footsteps ol "the Outer
Limits." a tacky science fiction
bomb that revolutionized the
ridiculous in Tv.
Its hard to understand why
Night Gallery" has such a
large and devoted following.
Most of the episodes are done
in soap opera fashion and the
others are just plain dull. Last
season when they ran oneminute "shocker" episodes
Serling would even try to
bring humor into horror.
In one episode. when two
parents are awakened by their
baby who wishes a drink of
water, the lather gets it for
him. When we get a look in the
crib there’s a Frankenstein’s
monster who says "Thank you
Daddy" and dumps the water
on its torehead.
Things haven’t improved a
bit this year tor "Night
Gallery" even though it
changed its format to one
hall -hour episode rather than

the hour-long multi segmented shows.
Success breeds imitation on
television so now we have
"Ghost Story." which is not
always about ghosts as a
mat ter ol tact. Sebastian
Cabot is the host and its a
radical departure for him lo be
the chilling "master of
cerimonies" instead of the
charming Mr.
French of
"Family Allier."
At any rate "Ghost Story" is
incredibly bad. One episode
concerned the ancient art of
voodoo and how a sweet but
weird old grandpa intended to
murder his former son-in-law
and his family. As the
housemaid told grandpa. "You
always were strange!"
It the show was done
tongue-in-cheek perhaps it
would be understandable but
they seem to be trying to
present legitimate art.
Perhaps if these Tv travesties would try to present
something which is capable of
happening in the human
consciousness rather than
trying to outdo the kiddie
horror movie specials then
they’ll be worth watching.

Elvin Bishop
will present
Dec. 19 gig
lila111/11 Group.
I Ile Hsi!,
along with Frank Hiner and
1:leggin’s Band, will present a
concert ot rock, rhythm and
blues at the Fox Theatre in
Redwood City on December
19th at 8 p.m.
Tickets can be obtained at
Duscount Records in San lose
and at the door.

By lobe Verson
Maest ro George Cleve.
disheveled hair, lull beard,
dressed in an old leather
jacket, red turtleneck and
denim bell-bottoms, doesn’t lit
the stereotype at a symphony
orchestra conductor.
Sitting alone at a grand
piano in the deserted Concert
Hall, Cleve, the soft-spoken
conductor of the San lose
Symphony Orchestra, discussed his recent musical encounter with the San lose
State University choir and
orchestra.
-1 enjoyed working with the
orchestra tremendously. TheN
are very responsive, quick and
cooperative and they compare
extremely well with many
conservatory orchestras I’ve
heard.- Cleve staled.
Cleve said it was a pleasure
working with Dr. Charlene
Archibeque, director of the
concert choir.
"The choir members had
learned their parts well and
we only had to go over a lew
minor problems ol articulation
and pronunciation.
I’m a
fanatic about small points,"
Cleve explained.
According to the SISU
Music Department. Cleve will
be "serving the university as a
guest lecturer." Cleve hopes
this will add to what he calls a
"new spirit of cooperation
between the San lose
Symphony
and
the
University."
Commenting on his new
position as conductor of the
San lose Symphony, Cleve
said, "As great as my hopes
were, the symphony has far
exceeded my expectations in
only two concerts. There is no
limit where it can go."
Cleve is considered by many
of his colleagues, including
SO’ Ozawa. conductor of the
San Francisco Symphony, as
one of America’s top conductors and great talents.

But at the (11111.illmement of
Cleve’s hiring iii San lose. his
seemed to be
talent
overshadowed by his informal
attire and unsophistocated
physical appearance.
tit

pen*

tiVri

scalding letters to the
symphony Dice
cancelling
their subscriptions because of
my hiring.- Cleve explained.
"I was hired to make music,
not to conform to any
preconception ol what a con-

like in liberalize the dress for
musicians.
’I he Berkeley Free Orchestra. also directed by Cleve, tea
relaxed environment, where
the musicians dress in
whatever they believe is appropriate. "When we perform.
it looks like a bouquet." Cleve
added.

doctor should look like. I don’t
think the audience has
buttered as a result," he added.
Cleve believes that concertgoers should dress "in
sumo hing festive, whatever is
festive to them. I would also

entertainment
Two ’Who’ members
create excellent music
By Steve Merinucci
Despite the inactivity of The
two
recordwise,
Who,
members of the band, Peter
lohn
and
Townshend,
Entwhistle have released two
excellent solo albums.
While Entwistle’s album is it
continuation of "Smash Your
Head Against The Wall." his
last solo. Townshend’s album
represents a significant point
for him.
Townshend’s "Who Came
First" is dedicated to the
memory ol Meher Baba, who
took Townshend off dope.
Baba was a was a major inlluence ol the rock opera
"Tommy."
The music on this album
represents in full how Baba
has influenced him. "Pure and
Easy," the album’s opener.
carries a theme which ended
"A Song Is Over" on the
"Who’s Next" album.
The
feeling continues
-Nothing
Is
through
Everything."
previously
recorded by the Who as "Let’s
See Action."

...,DATEBOOK

South Bay
rock-folk-soul

-

BIG GIGS
Frank Zappe ai The Mothers of Invention, Copperhead and
Weather Report will appear at Winterland in the City on Friday.
Tickets are $4 at all Ticketron outlets or $4.50 at the door. B.B.
King will appear with Copperhead and Weather Report on
Saturday at the same prices. Tej Mahal will appear at The Rainbow Sign in Berkeley on Friday and Saturday. Tickets are $3.50
and inlormation can be obtained by calling 548-6580 (Berkeley).
Tom Ruch will be at the Boarding House in the City through Sunday. Inlormation can be obtained by calling 441-4333 (San Francisco’. The Lion’s Share in San Anselmo will feature Jesse Colin
Young Friday through Sunday. Former Youngblood ferry Corbitt
will also appear. Tickets are $2.50. information may lie obt ained
by calling 454-9858 I San Anselmol.
SAN JOSE
Friday, The Gary
Ricardo’s will have The Paul Blake Trio
Smith Blues Band on Saturday and Goheen and Elliott on Sunday. The Warehouse will feature Ruby Delicious on Friday.
Gidion & Power will be at the Hatch Cover-Cellar on Friday.
Isadore’s will have After Glow on Friday and Saturday. The
Mellow will play at the Fog Horn on Friday with Frank Mameguerra appearing on Saturday. The Victoria Light Opera Company is at the Garlic Factory on Friday and Saturday with Full
Moon on Sunday.
NEAR SAN 10SE
The Bodega in Campbell will have Snail on Friday and
Saturday. The Wine Cellar in Los Gatos will feature Greg Harris
on Fricley and Sunday and Ralph lames on Saturday. The ;arret
Pruneyard in Campbell will have Karen Cory, foe Ferrara .ind
Yankee Hill on Friday with Karen Cory, Joe Ferrara ,ind Maxwell
on Saturday and Steve & Barbera Kritzer on Sunday.

Though -Nothing lacks the
driving electric power that
only The Who can convey.
instrumenTownshend’s
tation, and the album’s
production is really excellent,
showing
that
Townshend
doesn’t need the Who to create
good instrumental work.
"Evolution." which appeared
on the Faces "First Step"
album as "Stone." is a bit
looser here, the reason being
that Lane and Tuwnshend
were a hit drunk when they
reocrded it at Townshend’s
home studio.
’the best sung is the longest
one, "Parvardigar." which is
Baba’s
adapted
tram
Prayer, and
Universal
explains in detail Baba’s
philosophies. The words are
beautiful and incredibly
poetic.
’the album is divided into a
rock side (side one) and an
acoustic side (side two). Most
Who tans will preler side one,
but to take the album and call
it a Who album is wrong. ’the
album is Townshend, and
there’s a difference.
Entwhistles album, "Whistle Rhymes" is more of the
Black humor and macabre
feeling that permeated "Smash
Your Head."
The album features the
talents of Peter Frampton on
guitar. who plays on live of
nine cuts. Frampton doesn’t
hog the spotlight, which is un
lor:unate, considering how
good he is. but that’s about the
only bad thing about this
record. Typical Entwistle is shown
in the cut "I Feel Better," which
contains the following sentiment:
"When I’m feeling blue
I stick a pin in the picture
of you beside my bed
And I feel better."

Entwistle’s lyrics locus on
the macabre and the depressing, and the instrumentation
creates a haunting mood.
The better songs locus on
that. One ol them is "I
Wonder," which offers the
following bit of philosophy:
"Imagine living in a place
where the *sea was red, And
your legs were in the position
now occupied by your head.
Imagine living in a place
where black was white and
white was black. Even the
night."
hii
The 1)es1 !tit

Besides performing classical music. Cleve enjoys
listening to pazz and rock.
lazz is the only form of
music in which the old
tradition of 18th century improvisation is being kept
elKe." Cleve explained. Al
laze is being called behind the
times, then we should have
more ol
Cleve hopes to plan a
syniphony program in which
lazz pianist Bill Evans could
compose nd pert arm a piece
with th,
di use Symphony.

sounds like the best moments
of "Smash Your Head.- and
ranks right up there with his
all time best composition
"Heaven and Hell."
Anyway. these two albums
should be ample prool of the
individual talents of at least
two ot the Who. (Watch for a
Roger Henry solo in the neat
tut ore.
Meanwhile. Who tans.
there’s a new Who single.
tilled "Relay" to keep you happy. And with an expected Ba
Area appearance in early 1973.
the Who shouldn’t remain
inactive too much longer.
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2 GREAT
CHILLERS

ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S
"FRENZY" R
"PLAY MISTY
FOR ME"

NICKELODEON

LINCOLN & CEDAR STS.
SANTA CRUZ
426-T500

I TrIsting

Eissierti littstr.

Fur

Nittr

meets of The ()rieta
Drire-In Ro.tanront
S- II

alit/nil.:

From the Cook Book Section

SPANISH STYLE
CHICKEN
13 lb. chicken, quartered
i 1 lb. butter
I garlic clove, mashed
’I tsp. salt
I

tsp. paprika

savory
dash cinnamon

dash crushed tetragon,
pia, e
Melt Mater Add garlic, sell. savory, adios.. cinnamon, and l0rr050i,
Suitt,
chicken on barbecue grill over medium coals, east. frequently with
seasoned
Cook about 45 minutes Serve chicken over hot rice that has been
wilh the baaling butler IS

BOOK
STORE

330 South Tenth Street

Open
INC. HI 7 p.m.

San Jose, Calif. 95112

WHAT THE FOLK
IS GOING ON HERE?

TODAY’S MAN.

TWO
CLUBS
IN
ONE

He’s changed. His values and priorities are
different now.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON is a fraternity for
today’s man; but we are more than that.
We are looking to the future, your future
and our future.
SIG EPS understand that men should be
treated as men, with respect and dignity.
After all, isn’t that what brotherhood is
all about?
Times have changed.... and so have we!
Tomorrow’s fraternity for today’s man.
OPEN SMOKER
Wednesday, December 13, 8 pm
Pacifica Room-College Union

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

THE VINTAGE
KEG ROOM

NASHVILLE WEST
ROOM

Thor & Fri Night
James Lee Reeves
Sat Night

STARRING GERRY CLARK
& THE NEW BREED
DANCING AND COCKTAILS
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

John & Dorsey

DINNERS SERVED WED THRU SAT 6 to 1 p.m VINTAGE KEG ROOM
49ers VS VIKINGS

Ts..
f e.r

ad.

Live on Color TV
Sat. Dec 16, 1:00 p.m.
Both Keg Room & Nashville

NASHVILLE WEST

td
E
5

West

193 Commercial

Sunnyvale

732-7730

PBOO 4

DPc (+mho, 11

14al’)
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Frat will be reorganized

’Problem is market’

Men in the raw
Continued Iran pap 3
I he 24Nent-uld blonde is
also the sales manager for
"It’s
Productions.
Sminich
only me selling them. ’I he
problem is I he market. It
there. you lust have to bind it.
"Must bookstores will lake
it. But Softie said I he% already
had one nude calendar. I think
they should has e mine to,,, so
the public has.’ choice. Only a
lew stores saiill.et out:- said
Miss kornegav
Smooch Productions main
I riiuble stemmed from lack ’

experience, according to Miss
Isornegay. "I had to learn
everything as I went along.% e
lust did not think ahead. Next
time we will print more and
distributor. Then sell
get
them to d main company, who
will Idler the calendars down
to !heir separate stores.

Advertising troubles
Mans ill ’lint.’’ Was lirst
planned to be sold by mail
order. Hut Smooch Productions. lust as other male nude
had
producers.
calendar
buying advertising
trouble

Research grants
promise $1000
1 orms
applical ions
pleted
MIMI be in the of tire of Ow
Council on Dental Research of
Dental Asthe American
sociation bet ore Feb. 15, 1973.

San lost Slate University
students
pre-baccalaureate
entering the ninth American
Dental
Association
Dent il
Researi h Program. have a
tor 10
$1.000
chance to pick up
weeks id research.
In addition. SIM; students
10-week
the
tot
selected
course In Ile held (luring the
summer. 1973, will also have
their plane tare paid Ill and

She then turned to the book
stores. "I went to Spartan
Bookstore. ’they ret used meat
Ilia I begged them. I even
said, ’Cave vu person a break. I
graduated Irom herr.’ They,
briefly look six ciipies...on
cuMMIliblun.
Nest year our calendar Will
lost
be out in lune or luly.
this year because we started
so late. I m ready honest y ear
It will be nu oho and IS
lint GI surpi isi -itigy I.

or be reorganized.
"There are lust 12 guys in
the Iraternity this semester.
and six ul them will be
graduating in lanuary. Like
anyone else, they had their
minds mostly on getting out ol
college, so we couldn’t expect
that much Irmo them.- said
Schart.
VanHipozer. a SIGITId Phi Epsilon stall member vvho will
help with the rearganizat ion at
his!’ told 11,. Irk

If you have prior service, your

VanHouzer said that the
SISU chapter had not do,
things such as gel into carni
politics and student eiC111,illi
to the extent the Ndllutidi
organization likes chapters to.

local Army Reserve needs you.
An E-4 over two years earns

said
VanHoozer
Ihe
members ul the SISU chapter
had mixed emotions about the
reculunization.

’48.80 per week -end drill. An E-5
over three years earns ’54.84.

"How would you lee’ it you
had worked at somethint, 1,
two or three years
someone told you to t,
out?" he uttered.

Call 2 98-2 088

-I wasn’t offended.- Schart
said, but noted he was disturbed ha the inialii.to

7:30 AM to 4:15 PM

FOR THE FIRST TIME
SPECIAL STUDENT APT. RATES
the test time, the owners of Crestwood
Terrace Apartments are offering a luxury
two-bedroom apartment with wall-to-wall
carpeting, covered parking, swimming
pool, and many other fine features for Only
$135.00 unfurnished. If you need furniture.
we’ll give you brand new deluxe furniture

and still yOur monthly tab will be Only

For

boa:wady sIL

5175.00. With four Occupants in an unturnisheo apartment, the monthly rent
would come to only $3a75 per person
You can’t beat It! Save bread and call today
or drive by. Phone 292-1896 and ask about
special student rates.

Reserve yourapt for Spring semester now

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

PHOTOGRAPHIC

HELP WANTED

continued.

TIFINMEMINNIme

EVERYTHING

EXPERIENCED

nil.
-We are looking kir methods
to make our programs work,
and if it takes recolunization
then I can’t be arainsl it." he

STAR MOTORS
A’EYS

5704Y RD

CLOSE
ENOUGH
TO BICYCLE,

NEW FI ATS
1,8 Ss test SI Dewetews Sas time
liii INEIT AI AVE ’Sinew Elks _
-HP ire REOWOOD Sys.,.Gorr. Jess
41611011/16SiTYST FiTs Alts

..

Rm. 147. telephoto
All trans, riots and

kurnemeiv.

whin standards.
The traternity located at 305
SO. I 11 h. had been given an
ultimatum in September to
either get moving and do
worthwhile protects by Dec. I.

dissalistied with the SISU
chapter.
"II hasn’t been doing that
much to promote individuals
like it should in the Greek
Draternityl system.VanHoozer plans to supply
a new input at the SJSU
chapter in hopes of bringing
the "stagnant operation- back
to a mure normal and helplul
one.
-We want to establish a
chapter
with
mostly new
people who can decide what
they want and need from the
fraternity... said VanHoozer.
"They guys in the group now
aren’t doing anything, and lust
don’t seem interested in what’s
going on; he continued: "They
are a very introverted group.VanHuozer wants to throw
oul all the old programs and
bring in programs that have
been
successlul
at
other
chapters. some of which also
ihi.
undergone
have
recolonization process.
Sc hurl said .....he programs
we had this year were
lust
worthwhile,
but
we
couldn’t get
really ;co

STUDENT DISCOUNT

trout the place id training.
he 5151; student
For
interested in taking Bari in the
dental research priigram. inlormation and application kits
fluty be obtained Irmo:
Breit was. tr..
Wallace
director. Lent it li it Research
I
and Advance s,

CA. 445193.0r A.:

space in motor magazines.
-I had it set up to pus bi 700
lor less than a blurt h ot a page
in Cosmopolitan. they said
they advertised male nude
hail received
posters d nil
many nasty letters. So. they
relused to take my ad.
"I then tried Vogue. They are
even more expensive. It cost
about alma, !or less than a
quarter page. I had Ill send
them copies ill the calendar.
then they decided not to
Miss
said
it.
advertise

"We TM didn’t have enfiligh
Men tor the man-hours needed
to be success! ul.
So explained Al Scharf.
president ut t he San lose State
University chapter id Sigma
Iraternil .
Epsilon
Phi
Roger
alter
yesterday
the
announced
VanHoozer
SISLI chapter would be
reorganized and recolonized
because it hasn’t lived up to
the National Sigma Phi hp-

As low as
CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST

$48.00 mo.

FAR ENOUGH TO AVOID
HASSLES AND HIGH RENT

lease)

375 SO. M1 It I% ET Si,.
Present Student Body Card For Discount

CAMERA SHOP

, out -

(’IZEYruk,on frklok
20/ OIVYLEy 4 P7 4

C1h22ILi’InD
ANNOUNCEMENTS

SUN TACHOMETER

PHOTO’S TAMPS

10v-0103

cards and thank you owes.. your own
once Real pictures in stamp lorMS I. illy
photo-slampe I a 1 .
a prOlesSional
main gross photograph clear brilliant
Sparkling rierlorated veto gumnied
backs L A. a sheet or postage stamps
Reoroouced from any size photo or
negative
Photo will be returned
unharmed /wow one week tor delivery
Palace Treeing Co 459 5 1st St SJ
45113 Enclose 0250 Skt, sales tax

I

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915:
Food Supplements tInstant Protein.
VrtaLea vda E. Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic H, L etc
Beauty Aids (Proteinozed Shampoo etc I
John & Mary Rhoades 297.3806
PtlICEAN W EEEEEE DS 1528 W San
Carlos S J 294-1455 (Just West ot
Sears) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
Fig handcrafted frames top quality
watermattresses from $12 & up organic
furniture pillows Quality 10-speeds,
salel 8, service, scrcetworres friendly
service righteous prices BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thurs 730 PM in
memonel chapel All are welcome,
--LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a coliege-age BALLET class at
Wave School ol Ballet BElarC "Wont,
Qua for the beginning dancer Beverly
Eufrazis Grant Director Phone 241il 776
0 no .nswer 266-8917
HAVE A PROBLEM? Looking tor
answers, Let Campus 5 0 S help Cali
the SPaelen Daily al 277-Ji81 or drop by
THE MONEY BOOK IS $110.00
TOTAL VALUE $05 00 FOOD1 FOR
ONLY $450 NOW -72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE 1 1973 -GET YOURS
140W-SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK H005EI31
KY FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PrZ1A 131
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A & W ROOTBEER 011108.114
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEPi TO 5 MEXICAN FOODS
CACHiTO DEL TERRE
MIKE S 19E40 SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA T A XANITA Ott SCSI
ANDY s ROASTBEEF
FUTURE CPA’s Learn now to prepare tor
Inc CPA exam Becker CPA Review
Course Cad collect San Francrsco 415
781.4395 San Jose 251-8446
FRIDAY FUCKS. Tnis Fri rught at 7 8 1J
pm Is sHAF T. Morns Darley Aud AdFREE MOVING BOXES AND
WOOD PALLETS COURTESY OF
0-09ham onoSPECIAL MONEY BOOK OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
Two a TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONEI
20^, OFF ON MUSIC INSTRUMENT!
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE MONTH1
St 50 OFF ON LP RECORD!
TWO WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!
ONE DOLLARS WORTH OF
FREE BILLIARD TABLE TABLE TIMEi
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR 994-NO GAS PURCHASE1
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
KENPO KARATE COURSE FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSON!
FREE 35’ 40’ TV PILLOW WITH
PURCHASE OF PASSION PUFF!
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE -ONLY114.00
"V.I.P. PIZZA Student Discount 50
percent off any Pizza Purchase and
Dollar Pitcher Beet Offer good MONTHURS DECI5-DEC 21 Fri & Sat dance In
live lour pace bands Night Club at.
mospriere then seals 156 people Pool
Tabie 8 Coin Games Located 1W So
1st St Four Doors South of Alma Ave

Al! TOW

IVF

Si AUSTIN MEALY 3 000 Wenn. $2000
or best offer 374-6603
IS VW BUS - rebudi end (receipts)
budt.in bed carpet extra frnecond 5950
293-3180
110 DUO EYE SPRITE. Real sherd rollbar.
hardtop new tires maga. kali shocks.
wIr eng $700 374-5643
-

53 COMET

onvrt Sack? at $175 4
New tires low gas ml Cali
,e:10

/u HAT 124 urn AM,FM Radio Mugs
. 00U Mr -$2300 Call before 5
fle VW BUG-compietely customized
New tires, brakes paint. club & mere
$000 0, bee: otter fa 1-8873
11 YAMAHA $60. Good InineportetIon
Excellent condition Cell after 1 PIA 277E1595
’68 COFITINA 1500 GT needs engine
work Good fiberglass tires and wide
runs All tor 560 265-8606
’Si FORD ECONOLINE PICKUP Ci-ood
cond Good gas mileage Only $275 Cab
166-1296 Eves or Weekends
FOR SALE 65 Rambler Ambassador
door sedan Can 293-7866 eves 7.930
0m
10 TRIUMPH 650CC P;rt shaper! pipes
1850 otter Dave 298-0161
’70 VW CAMPMOBILE. Red good conotion ., no. tent must sell best olfer
169-9116
59 860 Flat Sevens. Low mileage $875
297-5385 alternoons,247-1804 after 5

61 PLY. Pons good $100 Also 4-110c1
trans w Bell Housing for Falcon 6 ccl
227-9387 295-5882 btwn 6-9 pm

FOR

SALE

WATER BEDS -Yin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 1970 has water beds and accessories ol me finest quality et the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave Downtown San Jose 2881263 end 248 Campbell Are across
Born West valley College, Campbell 379,040
BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on parts and Accessories to
students year round
Genes Bicycle Barn
¶1568 Willem St 293-7897
ARE YOU STILL PAYING lull price tor
Paperbacks, Recycle features largest
selection of paperbacks ’crones fiction in
Bay Area
price mostly We Pay 20 Per
cent cover 30 per cent Veda for your
better paperbacks used records. too
Recycle 235 So 151 St 286-6275 open
10-9
SHREDDED FOAM RUINER 35$ per lb
293-2954
ELAMITE POSTERS 51 50, PATCHES
750 & up INSENSE 25 STICKS 29I.
PIPES $100 & up RADIOS $3.95 Sup,
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
$2200 & up BLACKLITE. COMPLETE
lB 811 95, 4 522 95 STROBE LIGHTS
517 95. GAS OLD BULB 53 95 INDIA
PAINTS. FISH NETTING Sr NI 8 up TSHIRTS $2 00 EACH BROOKS 80 E San
Fernando 1 be from SJSU Phone 2920409
THE PISCIAN 3.) S atrl St I 7 block
uf Library 287-7030 Features
complete line of nested waterbeds from
$54 prliows accessories gueldy 10soeed imponed bikes horn 563 Sales &
Service All al rogntrioutt prucawlor frier,dry helpful service 287-7030 BEDS 1’3
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
"WET SUITS" and two surfboards 72
surtsystern and 94 KI-OKI surfboards
medium bodwpove weleurts 251-1273
HANG-TIN SHIRTS. Mg $2 50 and up
THE SHIRTWORKS
t 550W San Carlos 8,1 I blk west of the
GAP Open 10 30-5 pm Ted-Set 2920971
DYNACO FM11 TUNER KIT. Unassembled still in snipping contemer Factory
guarantee 5145 Call 338-8827 irn Ben
Lomond I
WHAT IS A FUR SEACMPHTIM????
Handbags of FUR Rugs-Bedspreads
Beeutrful SUEDE in over 20 colors,
Coyote-Cow HIDES Skunk-Fox-Rabbit.
Longo-belt LEATHER tor skins-pants
For stun to DECORATE cars and pads.
Tons of cool CLEAN SAND to Walk on
COME see THE FUR BEACH. wild trip
1411 The Armada S J 288-6688

SAVE THIS AD. Before you nay retail for
Stereo *Mu. check onus tor discount
Prices on Teac Sansui Pioneer Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
the lowest prices evadable on tne entire
bay area Can for weekly SOritial.; 24)2028
_
GIANT poster made from any (MOM Or
Mule in 1 day S5 Terrific gift idea
SUPER SHOT 353 Mendran 293-56134
EDGANS TROPIOUARIUM- I GIFT
SHOPPE 40 E San Antonr0St San Jose
Specializes in Miniguariums 8 Oriental
Art ()bracts Unique gilts A small & friendly store
STUDENTS! STEREO
HI Fl DISCOUN IS’ Pantastic discounts on all fair
trade brand name stereo and hi 11
on
equipment SaVInq, from 305s to
such brand names as Sensor Sony
F ener Scott Pioneer e1C C(111998-1588
NEW TOOLS-WOOD LATHE 36"
LONG $22 WOOD LATHE 4 FT LONG
$45 TABLE SAW $65 JOINTER $40
BELT SANDER $25 BROOKS 80E SAN
FERNANDO PHONE 292-0409 1 BLK
FROM SJSU
AOUASPRING
Horne Water Distillers
Automatic electric portable distiller
removes obiectionable impurities to give
1009n pure water Excellent tor drinking
and cooking fespecrally for babies
special diet forrnuras), winemakrng kits
color photography. irons batten’s
Pavel trailers etc 2 yr guarantee Distributor 166-5286
EXPRESSION III. fine aril crafts Select
Iron, unique handmade items-Have
items mode to your specifications Painmacrame
weaving, leather,
tings
ceramics
candles
woodwork
metalwOrke iewelry & photograimv
OPEN Mon -Sat 11 30 am-8 pm 66E San
Fernando S J 292-1587 Just 2 blks from
SJS library
TV-PANASONIC IV UHF
Model TR 539 2 months Old
5156 Phone 277-8536
EMBROIDERY done on T-shirts. Lents,
your choice Call Helen 297-6023
COKE machine’ Antique-good working
cond Takes 6 oz bottles Good
conversation piece Best offer 998-0532

ADVERTISING/P.R.
Creative sell-starter seeded by apt/office center builder, to write own ads
prepare promotion schedules & do P.R
work Send resumes to Interlsnd attention Bill Meyers 122 Saratoga Santa Clara
95050 No phone calls ;beam
FULL OR PART TIME. Men & women
drivers Mon wed, Fri and Tues. Thurs,
Sat Sun 1 00 Pm to 6 30 pm & 10 ants
6 30 pm 30 per cent to 50 poor cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 No
Montgomery St 5.3 297-4228 Mr
Bennett
MEN-PHOTOGRAPH NUDE COEDS.
tree camera & film, student discounts.
group rates 1415 The Alameda, S.J. Ti
AM-12 PM Crass MIS Monday nite 7:30
PM $5 996-1965
PART TIME heetelleell & cocktail waittresses Red Baron Restaurant 923-0060
Be or Jay. or apply in person.
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE as a long.
time companion Or handicapped indiv.dual--EREE room & board to girl over
18 Very nice apt Call Robert Hall at 2983208 alter 5 PM
EVERYBODY wants to know something.
Let the Spartan Daily s weekly Campus
SOS Column help you Call 277-3161.
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributer
you We your own boss No quota.
no risks! Every OiStribUtOr has
different goals & different approaches
The lact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
Our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please Make comparisons
We Will ask you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 468 SO 5TH 112-2973666
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY’
Local National
International
Management Trainee Positions open
Possible earnings up to $1 500,mo Only
embotrous & aggressive individual need
apply Call Mr Wilson weekdays 7939158
20 TELEPHONE Interviewers needed
4 hours
part -lime Or permanent
mimmom daIly Pis Call D Eberhardt 3747557 9 am to 330 pm -tor sure 9
om-later occasionatly
FREE ROOM & BOARD or live-in
babysitter Female Must be avail MonFri 12 midnite to
m Direct bus route
to SJSU 241-1797
_
STUDENTS needed as tutors Good
wages many hrs per wk Tutor In your
rnator or related field Esp interested in
Heine Ec or Ed minors Call 298-5200 dr
297-4646 aft 6 pm

CLEAN PURR. APTS.
520 5 3rd Weed & S 3rdl
600 5 9thlReed&S gthi
480 S 8th (WrIliarns & S 6th)
OLDIES BUT GOODIES,

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Complete domestic/ International
travel program
STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC
Call 1408I 287-8240 for further into,

’URN. STUDIO APT. Quiet girl. Utilibes
Pd No gar Cln dep 251 S. 141h Si
--LARGE 263 br 2 bath AEK, carpets OR
sr pk pool 4 blks to camp Study atmosphere 410S 11th St *1 2E17-7590

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free service Call.Eache a 25’2598
BRIDAL FAME PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH Quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates $88 includes
gold 8 white album. 60 color prints of
your choice, full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES_Extra full color
Stall of 20
8x104-S1 25 eitch
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open every
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161
TYPING
60 North 3rd St Apt 0823
287-4355 (before S am aft 2 pm

LARGE APTS. 2 bd., 2 bath turn NOW
5151
it 508 S 1 Ith St 298-8045
NEED MALE. STUDENT by Jan Ist to
!.,. townhouse next to campus
lean non-smoker 275-0596
II L LOWS W.G. area $45,mo Yekil Priv
. 194-1211
- --SAN JOSE Residence House-Inside
maid & linens.
courtyard. color
parking $84/mo up $20 50 week Near
Uny So 11th Sr 293-7374

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE!, WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU,
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
28986E11 OR STOP BY 404S 3RD ST.
MD FLOOR

FOR RENT-2 bedroom furnished
apartment near the campus Room for 4
students New hips Cell 252-2243
ROOM *Art priv Non-smoker 5 blks to
SJS Large guiet clean $65,rno 287-3125
before noon is best time

MEN-Ouiet clean, warm rms for rent
Single & double one w,kit Pr., 540 So
61h & 617 So 6th

HELP

WANTED

COLLEGE GRADS WITH
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Sound
Imolai, When career positions are so
compehtive, Would it be 10 your advantage to learn valuable business experience self-development, plus a timely
income while still in college ALCAS
CORP has few such pOillte a tar Iha
right students. Call 268-8/39 alter 5 PM
tor a personal Interview.
STUDENTS earn 010001 more pee week
Year round working wiroung boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
smarm. NO sap. two. You are trainee by
experts. No invest . collections, or del
nes Its Away to earn even higher income
On., SO% of our students average more
than {100/week last year You Must have
raid drivers license, Insurance, good
running car Working hours are 3-5 PM
and 6 30 AM 4 30 PM Sal Call now 2691091 ask tor Mr Terry

FOR RENT
VERY ige I B P Apts
carpets
Furn, w
Swim pocri rec room. $130
Studios $100
820 S 9th St SJ
. Modern, quiet, house
ROOM FOR
in Willow Glen tor serious student
1170tmo incl Lail 267-3830 Niclt
NEW ROOMS from $55/rno across the
campus Ample parking Safe and quiet
99 S 8th also 279S 10th St Phone 2958514 or 295-8526
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrms.
$210 for 2 or $240 for 4 Reed St nears
10111 St 246-3032

Liolng

1 Bedroom apt,
furnished
stew carpets
ReCreat100 MOM.
SWIM pool
820 So 9th St SJ 6130
Studios 5100
FREE ROOM 6 00690 to girl over is
companion to a handicapped Inas
vidiclual very rums apt GRAM:art Hall at
after 5 PM

ass-nos

APT FOR RENT -On or after Jan 1 for
Spring sem Across from SJS Nice I
borm urn $135/no Call anytime 293621601 294-6028 Ask for J B or Mr Lee

WILL FIX your car for as iow es
garage cost Hutch 288-8858

MALE, share Lg 3 hdrrn apt Excel loc
56566 inquire 292-4273 or 247-8196
Marc

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bryce Freemen can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly alt13 on
with a TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call 2a79585 for information or 296-0600 for
reservations

ii

;AI MONEY BOOK IS 6150.00 TOTAL
VALUE 450.00 FOOD) FOR ONLY SAW
Nowd72 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW -SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE GOT THE MUNCHIES?
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBEES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS.
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL(3)
SUN N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA(3)
BARRELS FISH N CHIPS
CAESAR S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN

’AUTOMOTIVE’
And to place your ad

Sparinn

Daily

HAVE 2 very beauldul birthdays Terri
\NOM and Lorne Kikuchi horn lour
cheeks

1 3

COME to Psychodrama Reg Grpe every
rues & Fri 8 PM 40 Hr Marathon Dec
15-17 Call 325-6137,451 Florence, Palo
Ago tCnr of Lytton!
BE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Girls over IS,
please call 298-2308 aft 5
DONATE ON A regular blood plasma
program and receive up to $40/monthly
Bring student I D or this ad and receives
bonus wan your first donation HYL AND
DONOR CENTER 35 S Almaden Ave
San Jose, CA 294-8535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 to 130

RIDE WANTED back to Me, Minn et
Christmas time Will help pay expenses
Kathy at 225-9472

Ammo.

Classified

Rates

Print Your Ad Here:
(couni app,. 17 4114m s and spaces loi each hoer
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EVERYTHING you always wanted to
knOW about anything but were afraid to
ask Ask Campus S.O.S. at 277-3181 and
see it in the Daily

TRANSPORTATION

TEATS& FAST. ACCURATE ALSO
EDITING, IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER CALL 2446444
AFTER 6 MARY BRYNER

LL1 For Sale

ANYONE WITNESSING motorcycle then
on 9th St across from West Hall on Oct
31 please call 264-9773

COME CLEAN WITH CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE CLEANERS?
SWEATERS SHIRTS, PANTS. 95 end
up
402 S 3rd at San Salvador

1 & 2 bdr turn apts, neer campus, covered
Parking laundry, *’g pd 5130.1 75. dep
835S 11 Sem. lease.

4110,

-EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -I
Student flights Inexpensive Modem
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA agent to,
inter-European student charter flights
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used Cal
purcha.se system CONTACT ISCA
11587 Son Vicente Blvd MI, L A Call?
90049 TEL 825-0955

TYPING-EDITING IOW last, accurate.
experienced Free Pck-up and del Call
m 378-1525 Corm innev

URGENT Feet tomato wanted ASAP by
Xmas or by Jan 1 3 bdeni2 be *12 fem
$85, near campus. 296-4409

REWARD! Gold and lade bracelet iost on
tennis courts 12-15-72 Valuable only to
me Coil 377-3150

urug-IU

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
iron?,, - Reports - Dissertatrons
Mananne lamhetg - 1924 Harris
telephone 3 in -0395 San Jose

APT& for rent Clean. 1 8 2 Bdrm
frrnished Immediate & Spring OCCu 457
S 9th St 11 blk from Hi-rise Dorms)

LOST 8 FCJUND

.

CUSTOMIZE your Christmas cards by
having your mune imprinted in gold. 100
cards--$5.00. You supply Garda C8113710184.

GROWTH community. Live-in group for
sell -awareness
Group Meetings
Trained therapists $70 turn $80 unfurn
374.2866

INTERESTED in Primal Therapy’ Come
In discussion group with some who have
orimaled-don I call unleSs you have
read The Primal Scream c. have
primaled 225-4820 Dec 12

UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to keep
kits Mom is brown kits are black &white
have tails & claws Call 258-0638

WEDDING SELL BLUES? Cheer up with
talented musical trio. We Play your
requests at ceremony or receptfon. 926041310, more info.

MOD, 1 DORM turn apt clean. Gael
vr,w carpet, gar wash & dryer immed
occ 545 S Stn 294-3810

GIVE PLAYBOY Magazine for Christmas.
Student rates 1 yr $950 Send name. address & payment to Playboy College
Center, 1025 University, Sacramento
95825

WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
KSJS DOES!
GO PUBLIC .G0 KSJSI

TYPING or all sinus 113M tnecutive
typewrite/ bsperiencea reliable arta
very reasuriaOle !OM area sre-am..1

rrn avail Jan 1st Clean man 115 So 14th
St 53 286-2704

...1=1 ANN,

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 Winn writ" new whir carpets.
built-in kitchen. Garbage Disposal air
conditioning. enclosed garage, pool
Mk SJSU, quiet four-plea. $175 Free
laundry Manager. 4685 5th 01 21111101044

BEETLEBOARD owners If You area pert
of the advertising beetleboard campaign
please call the Spartan Daily at 277-3181
Ask for feature department

EXPERIENCED TYPING- Electric IBM
Term Papers. These, etc Dependable.
Mrs Allen 294-1313

I HAVE a 2-berm house close to SJSU to
share With 1-2 others IF or MISTS Imo
Call 297-5882

MARRIAGE CEREMONY PERFORMED
193-2729 Rev Wood tor appt
Minister’s ()rosined

FCUND: GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppy 4my old female Brown and black
Found near SJS Call 269-5570

PERSONALS

General Reports,
TYPING-Thesis.
...otters IBM Selectric Reasonable 2836895

CLEAN. COMFORTABLE. turn 1 berm
apt 633 So 8th St 258-7474, 295-7332

SERVICt

RIDE WANTED: to Seattle or vicinity
Want to leave Dec 23 or 24 Will share
driving & expenses One way or Mond
trip Call Dennis 287-7387

TYPIST
Accurate, experienced. fast Can’ edit
theses. papers Near City College Mrs
Aslanian 298-4104

gilt -Wrn-crm-pus
MOD. F-URN7 &PT.
w carpel in Irving on I bdrm S140 WO
& grb inc Quiet No pets Mail Jan, 1st,
1973 463 So 715 log 499 So 7th, 2955362 Or 268-4362

HOUSING
HARD TO FIND-old iewelry, crocks,
baskets beaded bags. POCkel knrves.
Mines CIOCks DOOMS, records kit utenSae pict frames, mirrors plants
appliances
furniture,
bicycles,
hardware. tools, camping equrp You’ll be
happy you found the LOST FLEA
MARKET 1040 5 191 St SJ 293-2323
10010111 from Accent, Open Wed ?Iwo
Sun 5-430 FREE park,,

RIDERS WANTED tor Xmas trip to Houston Texas on Dec 15 Friday morning
Call Laurie 292-3387

TYPING TO BE DONE?
Theses, manuscripts, term papers. &
general reports Fast, accurate, reliable,
and reasonable rates. Call Mrs Alice
Emmerich at 246-2864

LARGE 1 bdrm. apts Quiet, pool. car
port, convenient area. Student-manager.
$135 1786 The Almeida 293-5377

,tereisiNGLE room, kitchen priv

EUROPE I
EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe Russia and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter bights
including Middle East and Far East
Student MI tours European used Car
purchase system CCAJTACT ISCA,
11687 San Vrcente Blvd 04 L A Calif
90049 Tel 826-0955

C
Prsonsrs
Trenton, lat,n

SEND CHECK MONE Y ORDER OR
CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114

I r

s
Day,
Wadi trIP I.si, da,o prior to NM rc anon
7 nnsT otivi P010 it alter daft, only
No r el rinds sleet ’lit uJs
PHONE 211 3175

RATES
b will be only
ants in an unmonthly rent
75 per person
U and call today
fiend ask about

I AVOID
;H RENT
I= =1 I=

OMAR

! CEREMONY PERFORMED
2729 Rev Wood tw anci
mister s Ordained
BOY Magazine for Cnnstrnas
in 1 yr use Send name. adiyment to Playboy College
25 university Sacramento

E0 in Primal Therapy", Coine
in group With some who have
Joni call unless you have
Primal Scream r have
25-41120 Dec 12

T & FOUND
NOUN MINIM Puppy 4female Brown and black
SJS Call 269-5570
3010 and lade bracelet lost on
is 12-15-72 Valuable only to
’-3150

Cl

ed a
od Car?

I

SEE

’OMOTIVE’
) place your ad

Keyhole Kops
Don’t look now; there’s a cop in your
bedroom. tie’s watching to make sure you
stay away from a number of sexual no-no’s
that are against California law. People who
prefer bed partners of the same sex are in
trouble in this state, right up to the quilt.
People who favor the opposite sex can also
be in trouble. More on page 8.

Death Wears
A New Face
Dying isn’t as easy as it
used to be. Controversy
rages over the question of
death’s precise moment.
When is a person really
dead? And who is
qualified to decide? See
page 4.
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Editor’s Report
Our cover this issue combines two
elements of interest to everyone at some
time in his life - - sex and death. Helga
Charnes finds a cop in your bed in her
investigation of sex and the law.
Janet Krumwiede concludes that death
ain’t what it used to be in "Death Wears a
New Face." You may find you’re not as
well as you thought.
A recent winner in national writing
competition for an article in our last issue, Keith Peters digs into media practices with an expose of sensationalistic
news.
Ride with Bob Johnson on some of the
most expensive "choppers" around.
"Super Bike" takes a look at the whys and
hows of dumping a small fortune into a
motorcycle.
This issue’s editor contributes
"Garbage Children: How One School
Recycles Them," a penetrating look at a
continuation high school.
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Unidentical
twins.
What do you call two stereo
systems that have identically the same
insides, but not the same outsides?
Well, you call one a Sylvania compact
stereo system. It’s stacked and compact with tuner
amplifier, turntable, and tape player all in one unit.
And you call the other a Sylvania component stereo system. Each unit is separate so you can spread it around any way you want it.
Inside, though, they’re the same. Both have an RMS rating of 12.5 watts per
channel (20 watts IHF) with each channel driven into 8 ohms. There are identical
FETs, ICs, and ceramic IF filters in the AM Stereo FM tuner/ amplifiers. Both offer
the same switchable main and remote speaker jacks, headphone jacks, aux jacks, tape
monitor, and built-in matrix four-channel capability for the new quadrasonic sound.
The turntables are Garrard automatics with magnetic cartridges and diamond styluses.
The 4-track stereo record/ playback cassette decks are the same. And both air-suspension speaker systems contain two 8-inch woofers and two 3-inch tweeters.
So if they’re the same, how come they’re different?
Because different people want the same great stereo sound different ways. So
we give it to them.
Come on down to your Sylvania dealer’s for a look and a listen.
Then you can pick the shape you want as well as the sound you like.

Gjj SYLVANIA

Sylvania Entertainment Products Liroup. Batavia. N.Y.
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Of old when men lay sick and
sorely tired,
The doctors gave them physics
and they died.
But here’s a happier age. for now
we know
Both how to make men sick and
keep them so.
- - Hilaire Belloc
otd.

only ceridnnivs Ii Itte. or so we’re
are death and taxes. Lately.
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definition and concept
ot death are in a state ol flux. and this is
( Feat ing problems.
\s tints Hopkins Prof. Diana Crane
notes. "The nature (it dying has changed
tiutilitiately in recent Years 1/1‘1:allS1’ ii
advances in medical knowledge and
I echnology
The result of these changes has been to
discredit previous definitions at death. to
give greater runt rot to doctors over tile
and death. to shake the never too see.ore
scienee ill prognosis. and to present all
mortals with concepts that old law and
ethical I belfry did not contemplate.
IN ’111E PAST, t he finality of death
its easily determined. A Kaiser Foundation pathologist explained that past
t or judging whet her a person was
t tit
,egallv dead or not were based on the
v once of respiratory anti ciirdi al:
unctions.
tine looked to see if the body was cold,
if the pupils were dialated and fixed. if
there was any heart beat, pressure, pr
pulse.
Fremont’s Washington Hospital
emergency team goes a bit farther. In additioi . to monitoring these responses,
they scream loudly into the patient’s ear
and administer stimuli which would
normally cause definite pain.
UM:1’11111W

Tilt’

HOWEVER, THIS hospital. along with
others, noted that it has the luxury of
being able to take any amount of time
before declaring an individual dead.
There is no pressure put on it to
determine the precise instant of death,
and so the old standards are trequently
still fairly acceptable.
This is not true in all cases. Instances
occur in which individuals suffer total
and irreversible brain damage while their
other organs remain basically intact.
While these people would not continue
to function tor longer than a matter of
minutes without artificial means, they
can be maintained virtually indefinitely
by the utilization of heart and lung
machines, according to Stanford Medical
Center spokesman, Gary Cavaili.
SINCE A person’s life can be sustained
in this manner, can he be declared dead.
and what are the moral ramifications to
such a decision’?
These are some of the problems with
which ever increasing numbers of
theologists, neurologists, cardiologists,
and transplant surgeons are faced. Here,
too, the question of "brain death" as opposed to the standard "heart death"
concept is encountered.
Brain death is determined through the
use of an encephlograph fEEGI. If the
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DEATH wears a new face
Story by Janet Krumwiede
pronounced legally dead by a neurologist
EEG wave is flat, there is no electrical acand team of physicians.
tivity occurring within the brain, and it is
The body is then immediately reatdead.
tached to these machines so that the heart
won’t deteriorate and will continue to
DR. ROBERT GLASER, dean of Stanpump blood to Vital organs until they are
ford’s School of Medicine adds,"
The
removed andocooled tor transplanting.
technical question of death has been
The "Moment" of death is a nonentity:
resolved by popular consensus, in the
death actually occurs in degrees with
recognition that the brain and not the
some organs and cells dying betore
heart is the seat of human life."
others, Even so, the brain death concept
Stanford news bureau personnel adhas enabled surgeons to transplant
mit, however, "Although prominent
hearts from fatally injured persons and
medical experts from all over the country
helped physicians decide when to "Pull
support the contention that a person is
the plug" on a patient kept alive only by
dead when the brain is dead, only two out
machines.
of 50 states use the concept of brain death
SUCH AN incident occurred as early as
as a criterion in determining legal death."
May. 1988. William E. Tucker sued
The significance of brain death
Medical College of Virginia surgeons
becomes particularly evident in the case
who took the heart of his brother, Bruce,
of transplants where it is imperative that
for transplant purposes.
the precise moment of death be known in
Tucker contended that the medical oforder for organs lobe in the best possible
ficer and team of surgeons had killed his
condition after the absence of brain acbrother by turning off the respirator that
tivity has been determined.
had kept Bruce Tucker’s heart beating
hours after his brain waves had ceased.
THE PROCEDURE involves shutting
judge A. Christian Compton instructed
off heart and lung machines to see if the
the seven male jurors to decide between
person can support his own fife sponContinued on page 5
taneously. If he cannot, then he is

Bd

[lig)
Continued from page 4
medical (brain) death and the long-stan
ding legal definition of death. The jurors
decided in under an hour that the man
was dead, legally and medically, before
the heart was removed and that the team
of surgeons was not guilty of any wrong
doing. A legal precedent was thereby set
for the then unsupported brain death
contention.
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WHILE PHYSICIANS flatly deny this
allegation, they paradoxically admit that
an individual’s age, overall health, and
kind of damage suffered all go toward
determining the type of medical assistance given to a person and how long
that assistance is continued.
According to The Christian Century
magazine, "One medical internist who
believes that terminally ill patients
should be allowed to ’die with dignity’
has suggested the establishment of a new
medical specialty, ’marantology,’ to
provide peace, comfort, and relief for
terminal patients."The term comes from
the Greek "marantes" meaning
"withered, faded, or turned as autumn
leaves."
Agreeing with this philosophy is
William D. Poeof Duke University who
contends, "The relief of suffering and the
prolongation of life are sometimes in conflict, and often the latter takes
precedence almost to the point of absurdity."
Continued on page 18
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THE INCREASINGLY popular acceptance of transplants signifies a new attitude of man toward himself. Not long
ago, for examples, blood transfusions
and birth control were shunned in accordance with the assumption that man
must let come what may and let God’s
will be done. Today man is beginning to
feel the need to, if not directly challenge
God’s will, at least to reinterpret and
work out a compromise with it.
Advocates of "death with dignity"
express man’s freedom to intervene with,
and no longer obediently conform to, the
rhythms of physical nature. Proponents
ot this concept believe that under certain
conditions life should be deliberately
terminated by neglecting to prectice
lifesaving techniques.
THE PROBLEM, as stated by Daniel
Maguire, Marquette University theology
professor, is, "Whether, in certain
circumstances,
we
may intervene
creatively to achieve death by choice or
whether mortal man must in all cases
await the good pleasure of biochemical
and organic factors and allow these to
determine the time and manner of his
demise."
In 1957 Pope Pius XII stated that "in
hopelessly unconscious patients on respirators, the soul may already have left
the body." In these cases, the Pope concludes that after several days of unsuccessful attempts, there is no moral
obligation to keep the respirator going.
Walter W. Sackett, a physician and
member of the Florida House of
Representatives, estimates that 75 per
cent of the nation’s doctors practice
"death with dignity."
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Story by Lora Finnegan
Eddie is one of society’s t h mw ilW a vs. Some
would call him garbage, fit only for a dumping
ground and not a school; some call him
misguided, fit only for a very special facility.
All agree he does not belong in a normal
school. At the usually tender age of 14, Eddie
has problems and a past which exclude him
from a normal childhood, which fist ract ize him
by society. Crime and illiteracy are the
pockmarks in his life.
There is a place for Eddie - - a school which
tries to recycle society’s disposable children
back into the world, a school which lakes those
students nobody else can. It this school can’t
bring him back into society, Eddie may stay
out forever.
IT TOOK school authorities at Campbell
High School, a regular high school. just three
days to discover Eddie had difficulties that
they were not equipped to handle. So, Eddie
was sent to Foothill High School. the continuation facility for the East Side district.
Foothill is the place where all eight district
high schools send their discipline and truancy
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problems, as well as the work study students.
"When he came to us, he could read ’a,"t he,’
and ’to.’ 1’hat was it," Duane Dutcher, head
counselor at Foothill recalls. "I handed him a
form to fill out, and he just stared at it. He
couldn’t do it."
Eddie is not dumb; his teachers at Foothill
say he is sharp and more motivated than most
of their students.
But, Eddie has not been to school for more
than three days at a time since second grade.
His formal education came to a standstill when
the court judged his mother, a prostitute in
Ohio, unfit. Eddie was taken by his ailing and
illiterate father on a journey to California that
stretched across a number of odd jobs and
nearly seven years.
WHEN THE two finally arrived, a verdict of
terminal cancer awaited his father, and
unexpected responsibility was the verdict for
the wiry, road -toughened boy. The welfare
department representatives helped them find a
place to live, and Eddie’s father now drives
himself to the hospital weekly.
Since his trachetomy in an unsuccessful
attempt to arrest the cancer, it is difficult for
the father to talk. but he is optimistic. Eddie
comes home from school at noon every day to
care for him. But it’s quite a load for a small
boy to handle, and Eddie’s home problems
have spilled over into other facets of his life.
A few months ago, Eddie was picked up on a
morals charge. He was caught having oral sex
with a four-year-old boy in a public place. The
charge was reduced so that he could come to
school. So, now Eddie has his own probilt ion
officer, as do at least 25 per cent of Foothill’s
students. And, he has a past to live down.
His past and his present learning problems

are known by teachers and students alike at
Foothill. Nobody there is shocked. Nearly
every one of Foothill’s students is some kind of
outcast, a throwaway from a normal high
school because of discipline, truancy, or
"motivational" problems t%Ii Ii%% ere not
helped - - but aggravated - - by the comprehensive, regular, high school system.
LIKE HIS fellow students, Eddie’s path to
Foothill was littered with paperwork. To
attend the continuation school, one must be
referred from a comprehensive high school, in
the district. Interviews, reading and math
skills tests, and counseling follow to
determine the student’s education level.
Unlike some of California s 237 continuation
schbols, Foothill has never rejected a student
in its six-year existence.
When Eddie was accepted, tests showed
that, like his father, Eddie was illiterate. He
was placed in Bob Miller’s reading class.
where the levels range from illiterate to sixth
grade reading skills.
Reading is the biggest blockade to learning
at Foothill, and some of Miller’s best students
have only a ninth grade competency level. The
classes, whose members range in age from 15
to 18, are small at Foothill because the average
daily attendance is limited to 301 with a
faculty of 11 teachers.
Aiding the faculty are tutors like Mike Kill, a
student ,it San lose Slate wliii helps Eddie past
words like "would," "wheels." and "talk." Mike
drills him with flash word cards in the
morning and then Eddie reads his second grade
reader "Wheels" out loud.
EDDIE AND MIKE have a good working
relationship. Eddie calls Mike "Toot," and
Continued on page 7

How one school recycles them
Continued from page 6
Mike buys him Spiderman comic books
(though Eddie can only "read" the pictures)
and model cars when Eddie passes his reading
tests.
"He’s really friendly, open and eager to
learn," Mike says. But Eddie has a long, tough
road ahead and keeping him interested in
learning and coming to school will be as trying
for the teacher as reading is now for Eddie.
"Next week is my last week at Foothill."
Mike shrugs. "I don’t know what will happen
with Eddie after that. I do know that I couldn’t
keep him motivated for a whole semester.
"Right now I’m trying everything from
spoon-feeding to bribery," he admits. "It’s
working. So tar."
UNLIKE MOST of Foothill’s students, Eddie
comes to school each day for the regular threehour morning session. How long he keeps
coming after his tutor leaves and how long he
keeps facing a classroom situation will
determine his entire future. II he can lace up to
the "society- of his classmates, perhaps he can
one day learn to re-enter a larger society.
"When Eddie came in, he told me ’I want to
learn," Head Counselor Dutcher recalls. If he
sticks it out at Foothill, Dutcher believes, he’ll
make it. And, the school will have succeeded in
recycling one human being which most of
society gave up on.
"It all depends on him now," Dutcher claims.
At an anything but carefree 14, Eddie h,,s
countless strikes against him ever succeeding
in a highly educated society. For him, and
those at Foothill like Eddie, this school may
well be his last hope. If he doesn’t get the help
he needs here, he will almost certainly become
a lifelong slave to the welfare system. Right
now, he couldn’t fill out a job application if he
were old enough:
When he is old enough, Eddie can get into the
Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) job
program and put into use some of the
vocational training available at Foothill. It is
the most modern continuation education
facility in the state - - the only one built under
state aid finances - - and has a thorough
woodwork shop, auto shop, science and home
economics areas.
FOOTHILL JUST opened its new campus
this year, and draws a student body from all
eight high schools in the East Side Union High
School District. It is a highly populated
1600,00(J) and he:tally mixed 3a w cif ill
bilingual) district. The district also has an 80
per cent return rate from juvenile hall.
Foothill’s student body is largely Chicano and
mostly male, correspOnding with statewide
figures which show Wiper cent of continuation
education students are male.
At first sight, Foothill could be any new,
small school. But the six-foot high cyclone
fence surrounding the isolated school hints at
the restrictions found inside. The few high,
narrow windows in each classroom can
neither be opened nor daydreamed through.
And, it would take more than a baseball bat to
break one.
The campus and buildings are hospital
clean, and though all the classrooms have
wall-to-wall carpeting, there is nothing for the
clock -watching student to focus on.
One soon senses that the brooding, greygreen institution is a somehow "different" kind
of school. It is indeed.
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THE CONTINUATION high school differs
from the regular, comprehensive high school in
these basic goals: (1) Classes are smaller,
usually limited to 15; (2) Instruction is individualized, allowing each student to work at
his own pace: (3) Success in the class is important, with short-term, easily attainable
goals to motivate students; (4) Atmosphere is
informal, flexible.
Under state legislation passed in 1965, all
California school districts were required to
provide some kind of continuation facility. In
an effort to curb the rising statewide dropout
rate, it was ruled that any student suspended
from the comprehensive school for more than
20 clays must attend continuation high school
or classes.
Continued on page 18
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Story by Helga Charnes
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SOME SAY that the effect of this legislation
was to turn the continuation school into a
"dumping ground" for all the crime, truancy,
and discipline problem students that the comprehensive schools tire of handling. They have
called it "garbage heap" for the children too far
gone to save from futures of crime or welfare.
A recent letter to Playboy from M.W..
Roanoke, Virginia reads:
"I have been a homosexual all my life,
though I have been careful to keep it from
friends, relatives and business associates.
However. 1 find that I can no longer tolerate
life as a closet queen and have decided to come
out. I would, obviously, prefer to live in a state
that would not penalize me for my activities.
Can you tell me where I can live without legal
harassment?"
Well, M.W., you could settle in Hawaii,
Illinois and Connecticut, but better think twice
about coming to California, where the penal
code, written in 1870, assigns criminal status
to anything a homosexual might enjoy behind
that closed door.
Under Section 286, California Penal
Code, a person can, at the court’s discretion, be
sentenced to one year in prison for committing
sodomy (anal intercourse).
Section 288a states that oral -genital contact between anyone constitutes perversion,
punishable by up to 15 years in prison.
Should one be unfortunate enough to
have been "rehabilitated" in a California
prison hospital for a sex offense, Section 290 of
the code requires that one must register
permanently with the police as a sex offender.
HOW DID the state get into the bedroom,
and why, in 1972, is it still there?
The sexual provisions of American penal
codes derive from English common law and are
reflective of Judeo-Christian Biblical taboos.
Homosexuality was singled out by the church
as a crime of exceptional disgust: "If a man lie
with mankind as with womankind, both of
them shall have committed an abmnination;
they shall surely be put to death." (Leviticus,
Chapter 3).
Sodomy was a capital offense during the
reign of Henry VIII. As late as 1861, under
British law, it could pull a life sentence.
The Pilgrims, America’s first settlers, were
not noted for their tolerance of individual
behavior, much less sex. Man was depraved,
they said, and sex was the instrument of his
downfall. The energies,they felt, of a society
caught with its pants down would be diverted
from the mission of building a new world.
So, in the centuries before Freud,church and
state - - prisoners of religious taboos and
biological ignorance - - fashioned a suit of
armor to protect themselves from the diversity
of human nature.
The state was not only peeking through the
keyhole, but nestling comfortably under the
covers.
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL revolut ion ushered
in by Freud in 1910 shed some light on the
varieties of human behavior, but not until
1948, when Albert Kinsey published "Sexual
Behavior of the Human Male." did people
imagine that some degree of homosexuality is
latent in everyone.
Kinsey devised a seven-point scale with
total heterosexuality at one extreme
and
total homosexuality at the other. Viewed this
way, it was no longer a mystery that some
homosexuals marry and have children, while
to others, sexual intercourse with a woman is
so repugnant that they are incapable of it.
In 1957, the Britiah Wolfenden Commission
recommended that private homosexual
behavior between consenting adults should
Continued on page 9

If you
can drive it,we’ll
insure it for less.
Continued from page 8
not be a crime. From that time to the present.
there have been professional and public
demands for reform in this area.
BUT IN CALIFORNIA - - birthplace of
topless, bottomless joints: mecca of blue
movies and porno houses; Sodom and
Gomorrah for thrill -seeking tourists - - any
attempts to revise the antiquated sex laws to
allow privacy for consent:a?, adults still have a
long way to go.
Technically speaking, in California, all sex
acts other than the face-to-face, husband -on top, wife-on -bottom position behind a closed
door are classified as sex crimes. The acceptable I orm is sometimes called "the missionary
position," a brilliant pun exemplifying the
relationship between sex and religion.
"IF I WERE writing the law today," admits
William Hot !man, assistant chief district attorney for Santa Clara County, "I’d knock out
288a prohibiting oral-genital contact. Oral genital sex is described in every sex manual as
a normal part of a male-female sexualrelationshi p.
"But I’m not so sure about sodomy," he continued. "You get guys who know it’s a felony: it
keeps them toeing the line and out of the men’s

No [natter what you dm, - I rrim a comer sat is c oll,wagen to a
radical hot rod -we can save you money on your car insurance.
College Student Insurance Service has been working with the
Auto Insurance Industry for 5 years to prose that college
students deserve lower rates on their car insurance. Also you can
continue your coverage after you’re out ot school.
We feel that you shouldn’t have to pay more to insure your car
than you did to buy it. (Ask about our motoccle insurance tool
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HOFFMAN WRYLY notes that the accent on
youth in America has an effect on the

homosexueil, who is approaching increasingly
younger boys whose emotional and moral
development might be considerably damaged.
For example, a boy induced by gifts or
money to participate in a homosexual act
might see it as an easy way to pick up a couple
of bucks rather than get a job.
"We had a car dealer here in San lose."
recalls Hoffman, "who was fixing car bodies in
exchange I or sexual favors. The gay grapevine
picked up the news and whammo! the city was
crawling with low-slung cars. Sex was the
Continued on page 14
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KAREN’S CORPSE was the
KEY to JACKIE’S GRAVE
I Saw Her Taking off
Her Clothes and Had
to Possess Her or
Go Mad
Story by Keith Peters
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SENSATIONALISM:
The Culprit of

XEROX
COPIES

FLY WHO?
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EA.
1st Copy FREE*

Newspaper Credibility?

WITH I HIS Al)
ONE PER PERSON

ACCORDING TO Robert Burgess,
A car, speeding recklessly down the
highway, smashes into a large truck, city editor of the Palo Alto Times, the
sending it careening across the center scintillating headline sometimes get
divider and hurtling into oncoming newspapers more than their share ol
complaints.
traffic.

Campus Copy
273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
I uosi silt I isiiRIN(, HIS Al)

In a local paper the next day, a
headline across the top of the page
blares out the grizzly news: "Four
Killed On Highway 17." A large frontpage picture shows the horrifying
results - - draped bodies of two victims
lying in front of a demolished car. The
back page has a photo of bystanders
removing a mangled body from the
remains of his car.
Sensationalism?
A FRONT PAGE story, circled in
bright blue so it will attract more
attention cries to the readers of a
newspaper in the Midwest’s "Bible
Belt": "Jail Ends Nude Romp." Attention accosted by communicative
training in usage of graphics, the
reader goes farther to discover that a
Wisconsin teenager, supposedly under
the influence of drugs, ran naked
through
an apartment complex
throwing rocks, attacking a German
shepherd dog and having "unnatural
sexual relations with a doorknob."
Sensationalism again? Could be.
When movie sex -goddess Jayne
Mansfield was beheaded in an auto accident a few years ago, newspapers
published photos showing the car with
its roof sheared off and her head lying
gruesomely on the front hood.
Sensationalism? It’s getting about as
close as possible to the old established
news concept.
THE EDITOR’S perspective about
news hasn’t changed much on most
newspapers during the century since
Benjamin Day cashed in on the human
interest element with his paper that
cost only a penny.
Some media observers believe the
failure of these editors to change their
attitudes toward news is linked directly with the newspaper’s growing
credibility problem.
As long as stories of horrifying
events - - accompanied with stark pictures depicting ghastly scenes - - continue to find their way into
newspapers, the credibility problem
will grow. The influx of these stories is
so great it’s almost commonplace to
find them in newspapers.
Touching off these stories is usually
a tantalizing headline, bordering on
the sensational side.

See Us

Spartan Travel Mart
in the College Union
287 2070

Headlines are a place to be
explained.
Burgess
creative,"
"Sometimes, however, the headline
doesn’t say exactly what the story is
about."
When that happens, people
sometimes get irritated eithei
because the headline was
misrepresentative or sensationalized.
Usually newspaper readers use
headlines to give them hints on what’s
good reading. When they’re misled, it
negative reaction sets in, and a
credibility problem may be in the
making.
IN AN OKLAHOMA paper in 1970,
someone got wind of a rumor and
severely overplayed a story until it
tottered on the verge of "sensationalism." The headline read,
"Bixby Doomed? Fearful Prophet Says
Earthquake to Kill Thousands in
Northeastern Oklahoma Town During
Holidays."
Nothing ever did happen in the little
town of Bixby, except for phone calls
to the paper which printed the rumor.
dressed in a cloak of factuality. A
good, long look at the paper’s polic:);
must have been in order also.
During the era of "yellim
journalism" in the late 1800 s, the addition of these kinds of scare-heads’Itt
senthe
already established
sationalized type of reporting left thy
reader wondering if what he was
reading was really true or not.

KICK BACK THIS WEEKEND
AND READ A GOOD BOOK!
BESTSELLERS - CHRISTMASTIME GIFT BOOKS
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL. by Bach Macmillan
JOURNEY TO IXTLAN, by Castaneda Simon 8 Schuster
NOTES TO MYSELF, by Prather Real People
GRAPHIC WORK OF M.C. ESCHER
Ballentine
KAHLIL GIBRAN DIARY FOR 1973
Random
LOND OF THE RINGS TRILOGY, by Tolkien Balletine
f HE PROPHET, by Gibran
Knopf
I NEVER SAW ANOTHER BUTTERFLY, by the Children of Terezin
Concentration Camp
McGraw-Hill
THE WORLD OF JAPANESE CERAMICS. by Sanders Kodansha
(an on -campus author)
BE HERE NOW
Lama Foundation

4.50
15.00
3 33

All titles are recommended. Why not check them out

Scareheads, set in very large type,
and printed in black or red, screamed
excitement - - often about comparatively unimportant news - - thus
giving a false value to the news. Impostures of various kinds, such as
faked interviews and misleading
heads, helped continue the parade ol
false learning.

a

"YELLOW JOURNALISM" was
founded upon the familiar aspects (il
sensationalism lie. subject matter and
treatment which excites the emotions
of the readerj by covering areas (il
crime, sex, scandal, gossip, dovorces
and disasters. Snakes, sea serpents.
Continued on page 17
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A fortune on wheels
Story by Bob Johnson
The house was filthy. Spaghetti and beans
dripped soddenly from twice-used plates: beer
cans protruded from every crevice: and the
living room was dotted with motorcycle parts
and grease.
In the front hall, an object of singular contrast stood chained to a large iron ring set in
the floor. Chromed, molded and polished, it
’represented four years of hard work on the
rt of its owner, a young steel worker.
t was a 1959 Harley-Davidson Sportster.
built at a cost of nearly $6,000. The pearl red
lacquer of the gas tank and frame glinted evilly
in the weak, unshaded light that filtered in
from the living room.
THE BIKE’S owner spoke with some
animation as he pointed out various items of
interest: a custom front wheel worth $150, the
$250 mother-of-pearl paint job, the $800 worth
of chrome plating. He went on until the
inevitable question came up.
Why would anyone want to dump $6,0000n a
custom motorcycle?
Don Cassini is an Oakland body and fender
man who has specialized in custom motorcycle
building for about five years. He has been involved in the construction of some 30 bikes in
that time, ranging in price from $900 to $5,500.
"GUYS WHO ride custom scooters are
different from other bikers," said Cassini.
"They know their bikes are an image and
extension of themselves, and they don’t mind
paying what it takes to look good.
"A lot of the stuff you see in the bike shows
comes close to being art, but it’s a more involved art than painting, or collecting antiques.

SPECTRUM Page 12

"The creativity, the initial construction is
the same, but after you’re finished, you don’t
just hang it up on a shelf, man, you get out
there and RIDE it! That’s where the fun starts.
By then it’s a part of you."
AFTER SPENDING several thousand
dollars, it’s a part of you all right, financially it
not in spirit. The Oakland area fairly abounds
with custom bike shops, and al ter checking
their parts prices, it’s not hard to see how so
much can be invested in a bike.
The first item on the agenda as far as most
bike builders are concerned is to extend the
front end of the motorcycle, or "chop" it as it is
popularly called.
After achieving the basic "chopper look," the
builder can either quit where he is with his
wallet still somewhat intact, or advance to
more expensive items, such as trick engine
parts or molded frames.
THE FAVORITE motorcycle ol the chopper
builder seems to be late model Harley -David sons, either the 900-1000cc Sportster or the
1200cc 74, the same bike used by the Calilornia
Highway Patrol and city police.
Other makes are being used, though, and it is
not uncommon to see a custom Honda or
Triumph cruising around town. Old-time
riders tend to take a dim view of this, however.
"There’s only one thing wrong with the imports," said one burly cyclist outside a bar in
North Oakland. "They aren’t Harley-Davidsons."
WHATEVER THE choice of bike, chopper
riders have one common meeting ground with

anyone who has ever ridden a motorcycle on
the street: a fear of serious accidents. The custom motorcycle owner has perhaps more
worries concerning crashes than anyone else,
simply because he has more to lose.
"There are two kinds of riders," said a
mechanic in an Oakland motorcycle shop,
"those who have fallen and those who are
going to fall."
An Oakland Harley rider known simply as
"Bogart" described his experience with a
particular type of motorcycle accident, called
"making the high side."
"IT’S THE kind of thing that happens on wet
roads on the way home at night. I was just
leaning over into this turn when I saw it was a
lot sharper than I thought. I slid a bit and just
sorta rode right up on the high side (outside) of
the turn until I went off. Then I wailed for the
noise."
Accidents don’t have to be the result of a fast
or reckless riding in order to be painful and
expensive. Chris Harmon is an Oakland paint
salesman who broke his arm and wrecked his
bike in a freak accident in a parking lot.
"I WAS just cruising around in this Lucky
Supermarket lot when some old fool started to
back out of his parking place," said Harmon. "I
stopped and hit the horn, but he kept on
coming. I started yelling at him, but he backed
into the side of my bike. Man, he still didn’t
stop. The dirty bastard ran right over me. It
was a mess."
Despite what their owners may claim, most
custom motorcycles are considerably more
Continued on page 13

Super Iiilve
Continued from page 12
dangerous than their showroom counterparts.
The very act of "chopping" the bike (extending
the front end) introduces some serious handling defects, as it throws off the center of
gravity of the motorcycle.
A STUDY made by the California Highway
Patrol showed that custom bikes that get in accidents HS a result of their modifications
usually do so because of a lack of front wheel
stopping power. It isn’t easy to pull down a
500-to-600-poond mototcycle with only one
small mechanical brake on the rear wheel.
In spite of what custom builder Don Cassini
said about "chopper" owners’ riding their
machines rather than putting them on a shelf,
it seems that more than a few prefer to only
exhibit the bikes they build. A custom
motorcycle show was held in Oakland a few
months ago, supposedly one of the largest
events of its kind in the state. Many of the entries were just rolled in off trailers and set on
to their displays.
After a close look, it was obvious that some
of the creations had never been run on the
street and, in fact, were never meant to. Things
like no oil in the oil lines, missing throttle
cables and chrome plated chains were
giveaways to the show-only nature of the
machines.

s

ED

ANY ACCUSATION of constructing
elaborate museum pieces is quickly denied by
those owners who do ride their motorcycles
regularly.
"Those showbike types aren’t riders," said
Bogart, "just a bunch of goddamn show-offs,
that’s all."
The obsession with building and riding
expensive one-of-a-kind motorcycles starts to
make some sense if it is viewed as a lifestyle
rather than a past time.
Hard-core chopper people have their own
magazines, fashions and values. To them
motorcycles are an important part of reality,
not just a hobby.
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CASSINI SUMMED it up fairly well when
he said that custom bike riders know their
machines are an image. Although it is very important to differentiate between the sevenday-a -week rider and the guy who just likes to
putt around on Sunday, the only thing that
really separates them is how seriously the role
is taken.
The more a person relates to the identity his
chopper lends him, the more time he will spend
riding it.
There is something rather blissful about the
individual who is totally immersed in the
"chopper mystique." Steaming down the
freeway at BO mph astride his thundering
$6,000 personality, he is secure, at home. He
KNOWS who he is.
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delivery.
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From the Cook Book Section

Keyhole kops

SWEET POTATOES WITH
ORANGE AND GINGER
1 Can

I lbs. 7 Si.)

I

Continued from page 9

Cup honey

syrup packed sweet potatoes
I tbsp. butter
I tsp. holly chopped

2 tsp. orange peel
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...triton and reserve liquid trorn
4,005 Arrange sweet Potatoes oat.
along Mee Combine liquid with hooey, mange peel. and chopped gimp,
our over sweet potatoes Dot with butter Bake in
no 375 oven tor 20 to 31
rmnuleS or until Sweet potatoes are well glazed Serve Hot (Serves II
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medium of exchange, and lots of kids were involved in a kind of male prostitution."
THIS MORAL hardening-of-the-arteries
worries many thoughtful people who fear that
the line between permissiveness and a new
norm is dangerously blurred in a rapidly
changing society. Recent government statistics on divorce rates (25 per cent nationwide,
as high as 50 per cent in some regions) testify
to the difficulties involved in male-female
relationships in an "anything-goes" society.
Gay liberation, claim conservatives, is
another divisive wedge in a society already
clinging by its fingernails to avoid falling into
the gaping pit of cultural degeneracy. Next
thing you know, predict these soot h -sayers of
moral collapse, necrophilia (sexual acts with a
corpse) might be considered "normal and
harmless" since there’s no victim there either!
THE STATE PENAL code revision committee in Sacramento recently recommended
that 286 (sodomy) and 288a (oral -genital contact) be brought into the 20th Century by
making deviant sexual conduct by consenting
adults a private affair. .
State Sen. Clrirk Bradley (R. -San )ose), a
senior member of the committee, strongly
disagrees.
"Current social standards don’t necessarily
mean progress." he says. "In a few years, we’ll
look back at this phase with chagrin. Our
morals are scraping the bottom now; there’s no
way to go but up.
"Society needs rules," asserts Bradley.
"People don’t know where they’re headed
anymore, and liberals - - with an anythinggoes approach - - just add to the confusion."
VIEWING VICTIMLESS sex legislation
with logic and objectivity is a difficult thing to
do. But there is a direct connection between the
number of laws and the number of offenders.
The more areas of human behavior policed by
the state, the greater the chances that they will
be violated.
Some people say, "So what? I’m not a
pervert. Why should I worry about the penal
code?" And in fact, married people rarely
suspect that their marital sex activity might be
illegal.
In 1965, a man in Indiana was sentenced to
14 years in prison on a charge of sodomy
brought by his wife. In a fit of anger, she filed a
complaint against him and the state
prosecuted. even though she changed her mind
at the last minute.
ACCORDING TO the Bureau of Criminal
Identification and Investigation in Sacramento, 437 persons during 1971 were charged with
violations of 286 and 288a in California. Of
these, 304 were convicted and sent to prison
hospitals.
Because there is no complaining "victim" in
private consents.’ homosexuality, police efforts to get infOation go beyond routine
patrolling. Police ifetnyNnd spying techniques resemble the tactics Tof Big Brother and
divert attention from crimes with victims,
such as child molesting or rape.
The state meddles in too many areas of
private conduct, according to Dr. Dwight
Bentel, professor of journalism and instructor
of the media law course at SIStl.
"IF A GUY wants to show dirty movies in
his home, let him! If he wants to drink himself
underground, let him! That’s his business," Dr.
Bent el declares.
"But when that drunk gets on the road and

endangers others, then it’s the state’s business.
If he hauls kids in to see his movies, that’s
when it’s a matter of public concern." he adds.
The laws pertaining to sexual behavior are.
for the most part, not directed toward the
"preservation of public order" as are most
criminal laws. Rather they reflect a particular
point of view - - that the sole purpose of sex is
reproduction.
DR. BENTEL points out that people’s private
prejudices interfere with their ability to see
society as a changing entity. He cites theexample of President Nixon. who totally rejected
the conclusions of the Presidential Commission on Pornography and Obscenity appointed by Lyndon Johnston.
"Here was it learned, serious group of
researchers who concluded that all laws
against pornography ought to be repealed." Dr.
Bentel explains.
However. the President no( only reiected
their
recommendat loos,
bui
pointedly
criticized the "morally bankrupt conclusions
of the commission."
"As long as sex laws are political footballs,"
Dr. Bentel predicts, "legislators aren’t going to
put their necks on the chopping block for
reform."
FOR YEARS, it seemed that change could be
expected primarily from the psychiatric community, which viewed homosexuality as
evidence
of
arrested
psychological
development rather than a heinous sin.
However, as the body of knowledge increased, it looked suspiciously like just about
anything could lead to homosexuality.
An overbearing mother or a disregarding
one; a passive father or an overpowering one;
great beauty or physical deficiency; intense
rival feelings or no competitive feelings: too
large a penis or too small a penis; having
parents who show no affection or walking in
on them while they’re making love.
ANY OF THESE factors or any combination
tits. 4..

of these factors could trigger homosexuality.
"Sex offenders need psychiatric help. but the
first time they get to see a doctor is in a prison
hospital," says Dr. lohn Peschau. staff
psychiatrist at Agnews Slate Hospital.
Their conviction and hospitalization
automatically subjects them to Section
290CPC, requiring them to permanently
register with police as a sex offender. This
sabotages any attempt to get "straight" and
exposes them to the dangers of blackmail or
loss of their jobs.
"Locking up sex offenders seems to shake
them up and force them to face reality," Dr.
Peschau explains ruefully. "But it’s sad.
because they don’t really get cured. Rather,
they learn to keep their behavior private and
avoid the police."
Continued on page 15

Keyhole Kops
Continued from page 14
Because ol the existence ol variety of dis11111.1 still tdory provisiuns relating to private
sexual behimur, lin..11 dui hurities have considernhie leeway in -deciding" lust who is lobe
’Alin ged %NMI what, when and with whilt
results.
FOR EXAMPLE, police can pick up
suspected of
and charge him with
loitering. vagrancy or perversion. Each charge
carries a different penally. At every level ol
the pecking order. some individual has the
power, based on his own hangups, to treat the
offense as a in
or felony.
"Everyone has wide latitude in a situation
with so miii
ni erprelations." says Fred
Lucero, public del ender in Santa Clara Count v.

TERM PAPER BLUES IS HERE!
NEED SOME ASSISTANCE?
Rent a manual typewriter for only 18.00 per month.

BUSINESS MACHINES, INC.

170 SOUTH SIC ONDSlIT

Sal XEIE CALIFOMM

THE NEWALBUM

"We have all this compartmentalized
garbage about people." he points out. "fudges
have different points (it view. Some follow the
’he’s sick, he needs help’ approach; others take
the ’he’s sinful, we’ll show him’ attitude."
Lucero claims that society must treat the
whole person based on laws not patterned by
191 h Century Infuses and ignorance.
LOOKING BEYOND California to the
nation as a whole, official policies toward
deviant sexual behavior may be moving in advance of popular attitudes. In 1962, Illinois
was the first state to enact a "gnitesoc
adult"
provision to its penal code. Specifically, oralgenital contacts and anal intercourse between
consenting adults of the same or opposite sex
in private or with animals are no longer
criminal offenses.
Connecticut has made similar changes in its
code, and to date there has been no vast upsurge in homosexuality or other resulting
social harms in that category.
The National Institute of Mental Health has
proposed a list of research projects into all
aspects of homosexuality. Many of these
studies may yield information that will favor a
hands-off policy towards deviant sexual
behavior.
MEANWHILE. NEW manuals are published
every year with \ I’ll more imaginative wit \
(il violating Ieis that prohibit wit.’ i
psychiatrists sav comes naturally.
Since these "how -to-do-it" books are openly
sold throughout California, it seems wise to
lock the door and cover the keyhole while
following the books’ hints and guides. At
present, the law could be the third party in
your bedroom.
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Have
a
Levi’s
fit.
At the Gap.
Flip over the West’s
greatest selection of
Levi’s’. Levi’sthat’s all
we carry. From Levi’s for
Gals’. To Levi’s Sta-Prest*
slacks. You’ll go nuts.

Fly 1/2 Fare To So. Calif.
Senemenie
I Winne
San Francisca

see low

Deane

Orange CountrMoneylend

Pd

For only 50% of our regular
adult fare you can fly anywhere
on the Air California system.
We call it our 50-26 fare. 50%
for a 26 hour trip. Between 12
noon on Saturday and 2 P.M.
Sunday you can fly between
any two points on our zoutel
For reservations call Spartan
Travel Mart. 287-2070
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Death wears a new face

AIR
CALIFORNIA

ECOIVO-CIIIi

Students Weekend Special
New small car with automatic.
Anytime Friday until same
time Monday. $10. plus
105 per mile.
For reservations
249-1525

Continued from page 5
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We feature Fords & other fine cars
For National Reservations call:

Eastridge Mall
3rd Level
Christmas Hours
Mon-Sat 9:30-9:30
Sun 10-6

8004374.5000
INTERNATIONAL

A Service of Westinghouse

GOOD EATS AT GOOD PRICES!

PEANUT’S
Delicious sandwiches made to order.
Don’t forget our ?Jill.

peanut’s
Across Admin Bldg.
Hours: 6:30 am. - 9p.m. Mon. trim Fri.
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IT IS furthermore widely regarded that
not only the aged should be "death with
dignity" candidates. Individuals who
have suffered severe brain damage exist
in a state in which the personality is
permanently extinguished.
Regardless of whether patients are or
are not aware of their vegetative state.
believers in a concept of "death with
dignity" feel, as does Daniel Maguire,
that maintaining life in these
circumstances is not only irrational and
immoral but also "macabre, irreverent
and crudely materalistic to preserve by
medical pyerotechnics the hopeless
presence of what could best be described
as a breathing corpse."
It is the current opinion of many that
the ability to prolong life brings with it
the ability to prolong dying. In using his
skills, a physician could possibly be inflicting unnecessary suffering.
Although death and taxes are apparently here to stay, the concept of
death, at least, are undergoing a rapid
revamping.
THE AMERICAN death tradition unfortunately has long been one of
subterfuge. Embalmers have applied
their post mortem cosmetics to make the
dead look alive. Mourners have
chemically fortified themselves against
tears that would betray their true
feelings, reciting their lines about how
well the dead man looks when, in fact, he
is not well and seldom looks it.
Death in America has simply not been
treated as a facet of life. In this happiness-oriented society the average
person has viewed death as a repugnant
un-American type of activity. As Daniel
Maguire said in his article, "The Freedom
to Die," "It happens, of course, but it is
disguised and sub rosa, like sex in Victorian England."
But the times are changing and with
them will come a new, perhaps more
clinical, perhaps braver and more open
look at what life and death really mean.

it (death) happens,
of course,
but it is disguised
and sub rosa,
like sex in
Victorian England.’
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-Members of radical groups don’t
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SITUATION
THE
THE PUBLIC has matured minority groups has improved only
MA!
Day’s time. The marginally. Take a look at some of the
somewhat
papers haven’t.
Bay Area newspapers. The minorities
are still suspicious of the papers. And
This dillerence of mental age rightly so.
between the public anti the bulk of the
newspapers adds up to a believability
Scientists have also been victimized
problem on the part of the newspapers. by newspapers. and the media now
A little story that came out of England have problems getting information
in early 1970 is a good example. from scientists.
The media tends to simplify. or senA man supposedly crossed a puppy
sationalize. scientific findings. How
(log with a pussy cal and ended up
many limes have the media found a
with a puppy cat or a pussy dog. for
cure for leukemia or cancer? One such
whichever pleases your fancy. It was a
incident and the scientific source
.real story to play upon the masses’
backs off.
emotions. However, the whole story
was a hoax.
The answer to the paper’s problems
can’t be simplified to the word "senThe famous moon hoax during the sationalism,- but that’s a great deal of
iarly 1940s, claiming that there was it. Whatever sensationalism there is in
an the paper, it legitimizes many of the
life on the moon, brought
overwhelming response from the complaints hurled at newspapers by
public.
both the left anti right of the political
spectrum.
WAS IT the human interest aspect of
THE LATE William Lyon Phelps
it or the sensat ionalism angle? Said a
writer of the time. "It Follows that it once declined an invitation to speak
Lubrication is more entertaining than because, he said, it involved four
unadorned tact, the fabrication - - op to speeches: the one he had planned to
a certain point - - becomes good copy.’’ give, the one he gave, the one he wished
he had given and the one reported in
Here, again. -all the news that’s lit to the newspapers.
It is not uncommon for people to feel
print" is dictated by the policy til the
this way toward newspaper coverage.
newspa p.’ I’S.
With the scope of coverage being what
have a specilic
Most new
it is today - - scanning everything from
policy outlined in a small pamphlet. It
the new sexual freedom to the current
usually says what should and
skyjackings - - it is easy to see why
shouldn’t be printed for the sake of the certain niches of the public demand acreaders.
curate reporting and less distortion or
This keeps most newspapers Irma sensationalism.
But as Editor and Publisher, a
going overboard on a story and being
swamped by those people who bemoan magazine for journalists, put it: "Life is
"sensationalism" in the press - - sensational...Horror stories constitute
because of the alleged exaggeration of painful reading for those protected or
such items dealing with sex, crime and unsophisticated persons who can
distortions - - for the sake of readable neither comprehend nor credit the
facts.
.
copy.
"So they turn on the newspaper and
THE TENDENCY toward sen- charge that it, not the social system
sationalism - - or it could be oversim- which it reflects, is ’sensational.’
plification - - also relates to problems Intellectual honesty demands that the
in relationships of media to minorities. ugly truth be told. Exposure to
Much of the "sensationalized" material civilization’s faults leads to correction.
is about minorities. Until the last It is our system. Nothing else is either
decade, minority news was wise or safe."
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Take advantage of
Being a student
1067( DiSCOUNT
on all
articles cleaned and
pressed when ASB
card is presented
with soiled garments

a.4eRa.

CLEANING

CENTER

Ino4 to Lucky
567

L.

SANtA C. ARA S

408 294-0588

Spartan Daily
Advertising
277-3171

1614.0t)
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SANTACLARA
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STUDENT CAR CENTER
LATE FOR CLASS?
WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU.
(104. k t 4\ I
11((ollilt It:, 0()
-WE SPECIALIZE IN HELPING STUDENTS Dependability
- For More Than 30 Yrs.
licensed Mechanic On Duty 8-6
PM
We’ll Maintenance YourCar While
You Attend Class.

SILVA

-1

It

iii-’.

Come By And See Us
Soon To Talk Over
Your Car Problems.
We’re Here To Help
78 SO. 4TH,
SAN JOSE
SINCE 1936
xt
kith(’
New I lerly
295 8968
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OWN
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Students rates
on sales, service
and rentals

HUNTER’S
71 E. San Fernando
8:30 - 5:30 Doily
9 - 4 Saturday

4,**************************************

** - _ ,
Ted’s Christmas i
.*
* .....*,
You!
To
Gift
.*
*
.* -. . ,- . - 9; $1 OFF EVERY .*
..
** ’BLOUSE with this ad***.
*
Ted’s Sportswear
**
i+4 343 S 1st Street -- 287-3514 ’4
*

4*********:1c******************,

HEAR THIS!
HOLIDAY "SOUND" SPECIAL
SPEAKERS (5 inch round w/black grilles) REG
GFS 2201-3 oz. 5 watt. 8 ohm
14.95

SALE
9.95

AS800B -8 oz. 10 watt. 8 ohm

12.95

17.95

19.95
14.95
60-174 -10 oz. 10 watt. 8 ohm
REG
TAPEPLAYERS (ALL include a free pr of speakers)
79.95
Tenna 4 & 8 TK Player
99.95
MEDALLION AUTO -REVERSE CASSETTE
119.95
MIKADO 8 TK w/FM STEREO RADIO
74.95
HITACHI 8 TK TAPE PLAYER

SALE
54.95
74.95
79.95
54.95

CASSETTE TAPE CASE (HOLDS 12
5.95
2.95
CASSETTES)
LOCK MOUNTS FOR TAPE PLAYERS 9.95
6.95
PRE-RECORDED TAPES
4.95
3 50
FULL SERVICE ON ALL MAKES AND
MODELS
2906 Sto:t Blvd.WEST
Santa Clara, California

VALLEY RADIO
Phone: 244-4500

Ni I’
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Continued trurtl page 7

Write all the You got more or your money at...
BARCLAYS
Checks you
want for FREE!
BANK
r Only $100 minimum balance
required at Barclays)

In ellect, this changed the basic philosophy
of continuation education in California.
Originally established more than 50 years ago.
the continuation education program was
designed for students who could only attend
school for half a day, permitting them to work.
Now the continuation school serves work experience students as well as those who
either won’t at tend normal high school or have
discipline or motivational problems.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE OFFICE
31 N. MARKET ST. PH. 293-5210

IT DOES 0 TO 150
IN 2.1 SECONDS
SO WE DON’T HAND OVER
THE KEYS TO JUST ANY KID
THAT COMES ALONG.
We’ve handed over the keys to several San
Jose State Grads, including FRED POOLE
(Aero

Maintenance,

1966),

MIKE

ERICKSON

(Psych -Philosophy,
1966),
MIKE COCHRANE (Poli Sci, 1971), and

BOB WHIPPLE (1970 Grad). These 4 men
will be at the Aero Campus Monday through
Friday,

December 11-15 to discuss old

times, football, and flying. Come on out and
see them.
Naval Aviation Officer Candidates actually
fly naval aircraft 11 weeks after reporting for
training at

PensacolaFlordia.

See the

Naval Aviation Information Team for opportunities as a Naval Aviator or a Naval
Flight Officer.
If you’re on the Main Campus you can find a
NAVY Officer Information Team at the
corner of San Carlos and 7th and at the
corner of San Fernando and 7th. They can
discuss possibilities in Aviation, Nuclear
Power, and any other Officer Program you

Some cell
this school
a ’dumping
ground’

We do have some of the best fighters in the
district here at Foothill," admits Principal Fred
Conrad. Conrad denies the dumping ground
theory, despite his disclosure that Foothill has
housed sex offenders, murderers, and mental
patients. In fact, though, the most common
reason for referral to Foothill is truancy.
"We’ve got 50 students coming in today,"
said Head Counselor Dutcher, "and most of
them are truancy problems." Foothill gets a
new crop of referrals weekly, usually about 20
or 30. But the number is growing, here and at
other continuation schools in the area..
Interestingly, a study tor the California
State Department of Education by lohn Eales
shows that at least 25 per cent of continuation
students are enrolled at their own request. Apparently, the short hours, informal atmosphere, and flexible schedules are
becoming popular with students.
CALAVERAS
CONTINUATION
High
School in the Milpitas district is reporting an
enrollment increase of 20 to 50 in the first
month of school, causing the school to rapidly
expand its crowded facilities. Edison Continuation High School, in the San lose district,
is quoting similar leaps in the enrollment
figures.
The enrollment at Foothill is limited to the
301 figure.
"In order to maintain our responsibility as a
continuation high school, we’ve got to remain
small," believes Dutcher. "Right now, I don’t
know where to put them."
Foothill does not reject any students. There
is no screening process to keep out students as
some continuation high schools have, but it
may come to that. "We may reach a cutof 1 point
if we keep growing." explains Dutcher. "I can
see it happening."

can think of.
THERE IS a constant flow of students in and
out id Foothill. The school tries to get the
students back to their original high school and
back into the main stream of society, but not
against their will or before they are ready.

THE NAVY

How long a student stays at Foothill
depends upon many factors, among them
attendance and attitude. The statewide
turnover in the continuation facility shows
that 45 per cent of those enrolled didn’t stay in
the program. Most dropped out forever.
Continued on page 19
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The chances against I he continuation
student, st intents like Eddie. being graduated
are high. St midi!. the slat 1st ics are depressing. Last vedr. according to I he Eales study.
61,868 students look part in the continuation
program. Before the year was out. 28.434 had
left the program, and by lune only 6.778
diplomas had been handed out.
he at Hindi. is the secret.- Dutcher. points
out. "Those who do graduate have the
inotivation: I hey’ll make it on the outside.’’
WHAT HAPPENS to the rest is lari.iely a
mystery. Foothill graduated 28 students last
year. out of the 650 or so who passed through
its doors. The district has never done a followup study on Foothill to find out exactly what
happens when the student leaves continuation
high school.
"Part of the problem is that our students are.
so mobile," Principal Conrad explains. "Six
months after graduation, you can’t find them
to ask what they’re doing." They’d like to do a
study, Conrad indicates, but don’t have the
support for such a project.
"A follow-up study is badly needed," agrees
Chuck Moomau, career services supervisor for
the district. He is just starting a career center
at Foothill - - they never had the space in their
old four-room facility - - and would like to see
vocational education stressed more in continuation education.
At Foothill, the average day is divided
equally between academic and vocational
studies. The Neighborhood Youth Corps
(NYC) job program is meeting with success,
having placed over 30 students in full-time or
part-time jobs in an out -of-school program.
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’Once he drops
out here,
he’s had it’

Ore
have
file
rad
Set
THAT

HOW SUCCESSFUL the NYC program is in
facilitating the future employability of the
continuation high school student is not known.
But, the stigma formerly attached to the continuation diploma has not completely
disappeared.
"It’s unavoidable," contends Moomau. "The
stigma will always be there. But for now, we’re
just trying to keep the student here in school.
Once he drops out of Foothill, he’s had it."
There are over 61,000 students like Eddie in
California’s continuation educational system.
For many of them, schools like Foothill are
their last chance to re-enter. society. For
children the regular schools have disposed,
continuation schools allows them to be
recycled into the productive world.
If they don’t make it in the continuation
school, statistics point to a future of crime or
welfare.
MANY ARE LIKE Eddie, illiterate with a
past littered with misfortune and a future
darkened by
in.ii Ks. bill mom vitl
(loll I liii. .ini I

WON’T
UPSET
YOUR
BUDGET
11.

MMININIOMW

FOR CHRISTMAS BRIDES
You don’t have to be rich to be well -wed.
Our magnificent selection of
bridal sets includes beauties that belie
your budget. Come in and discover
the set that’s right for you in every way.

litre twist will

end up is unknown.
More and more students are asking to go to
continuation school, and maybe that means
the schools are becoming more popular, more
acceptable to those found "unteachable" by the
regular high school system.
Hopefully, this means that more of the
students will stay, as Eddie’s teachers and
tutor hope he will. If he doesn’t stay, it may
mean a repeat of his father’s lifestyle. If he
does remain in school, it means he has a chance
to get back into the world, a chance for a
"throwaway" to be recycled.

Prices start at $100.00

eel\ Use Our Easy Payment Plan or
BankAmericard, Master Charge.
or First National
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91 S. 1st Street
307 Town & Country Village
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RADIAL TIRES

TIRE :MINS INC./GROUP DISCOUNT WHOLESALERS

I

DUNLOP SP AB RADIAL -40 WO MULE GUARANTEE - COMPACT AND IMPORTED SIZES
’d

nuac TIRES
PICKUP-COMMERCIAL HIGHWAY - NYLON CORD TUBE
TYPE

- BLACKWALL 5550-12
595 600-12
4550 -IS
520.13
5958-13
560.13
600.13
6550 13
650 700.13
SSR 13
56014
SSR 14
6550 -IA
590 603.14
SSA IS pd. 590600-IS

149
152
ISO
109
395
IT’
209
107

21.40
21.95

an

2412
26.14
UM

m

- WHITEWALL 15550-43
560.13
600-13
16551213
17550 13
650 700-13
VA
590 boots
16550 11
AA
16550 15 va 590 60015
DUNLOP CS 57 70 SERIES NI SPEED RADIALS
’1’’-V0’1
*40
’Canal
3196

1.50
169
198
205
IS?
209
212

WIDE 70 SERIES RADIAL
GUARANTEE

SO 000 MILE
.

1195
2130
24.89
1795
2016

050 15
700 IS
T5" It

as

1390
2678
8

tread

2145
MIN
24.95
19 60
113TO
3585
4090
*03
4015
4694
10.40
32.95
3725

,;3-15
ROL
S

...eat

ww.

3390

315
236
251
3.00
369
3.35
3 76
427

PICKUP -COMMERCIAL HIGPIWAY-OUPLEX TYPE CAMPER
-NYLON CORD TUBELESS

181 50 000

251
213

PICKUP-COMMERCIAL HIGHWAY -DUPLEX TYPE CAMPER
-NYLON CORD SUPER TRACTION MUD AND SNOW
251
2 81.
3 01

71544
775 14
8254
1155-14
77415
875 15
055 15
:5

ER70 14
FI470 14
0-470 15
#870 14
FWD IS
GR70 15
HR71115
11710 15

MU:
SYMMS
INC

STEEL BELTED RADIAL -50 000 MILE GUARANTEE
.
. ,
.
751 50 000 ay, crad

-

RA

SE,ED

420
22F

36.7n0e7n

69? 5.14
73514
T7511
12514
$5524
775-15
815 825.15
845 855.15
915 15

,BANKAMERICARD
srloyme kae
11. 9117

NIcriftge.’

- 15

L=emY111
..4

151 SO 000

SAN JOSE AREA
1775 JUNCTION AVE
SAN JOSE

CA 95112

PHONE (4081 292-1247

"WW10.

3095
31.15

855 14
815 825 15
875 855 15
NO 15
415 15

3390
13.97
34.65
36.50
38.24

COOPER SOISII0OR 41.1stl

WOE 001.0011
AAAAA II ,

AIDE RUNNER O01531

a;f0.1. . .:
82500
’070

1

WEATHER MASTER -

4 far 52.00
2148
72E5
23931
24.83
2590
2690
2879
3303

31278 each
LOW WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE PRICING ON AIR SHOCKS

KEEP THIS PRICE SHEET HANDY FOR STUDY ANT
OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR GROUP

TIRE SYS‘EmS NC 01E’ MIISA

12 06

24
24F
220
2,
2’F

21.95
17.95
27.95
AA
2982

SO 000 sO .1

-

50 000

COOPER GO GETTER - 30 000 MULE Gu.
AN7EF
beed wee.
ysl 30 000

2 22
356

.:t%s"07!.".
as.. Cos
,52I3
70i:13
C78 14
ET8
7"E :4
0-’S11
WO 14

SL? R
1591
13.14.
1612
1179

07570
055 14

iaas

1692
17 90
14.90
2014
23.14
COOPER SPORTS MASTER - 30000
GUARANTEE

4E5 :4
15:1
"511
O2513
O11700
035 10
’7505
815 P25 15
845 1355 15
353370
01570

COOPER WEATHER MASTER

ROADMASTER LEVELING UNIT

ALL PRICES CASH AND CARRY WITH TS! GROUP DISCOUNT
CARP
NO TRADE REQUIRED
IMMEDIATE MOUNTING BALANCING INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE

’

INAS IVES
rrsir
025-IA

1IFELINER -

MUD AND SNOW TIRES

EXTRA MEAVY DUTY
57 40 each

6: ,,o,^

15110 000 ,

HEAVY DUTY
4 lee $23 COO

220
240
2’

.0

4 For 515 00
.

24

o

0;0714
0-3814
918-14
,30,15
078.15
ISO IS
713 15

:.

86 AO each

2 12
234
252
268
293
258
210
001
328

SATURDAY 800 - 500

STANDARD DUTY
53 .5 each

Itr/
/698
2294
2090
2190
2190
24.11

OPEN DAILY 830 - 6-30

MASS ISSo TO 111 1415 COOT 011 oo

Made by one of the world’s largest manufacturers
ot shock absorbers

11411

STEEL BELTED - 50 000 MILE GUARANTEE

282
205
358
2.
II’
125
4 1:

E-Z RIDE SHOO( ABSORBERS

1

TIRE SYSTEMS INC SUM HEAVY DUTY

5.95
7/5
8.30
960
91/0
938
1065

5

3E22
*58
41%
4003
50.56
4473
51.49
5534
Al%

42.00.SS:2

T51 40 000 mde Tread wear

INDUSTRIAL -BOAT TRAILER -IMPLEMENT -NYLON CORD

I’S

349
3155
3525

40 000 MILE GUARAN
2’
240

001.1
MSS*

1955012
-16550-13
600.13
65023
17550 13
695 la
1751414
600-15
165511 158W
735-14
IBM 14
77814
00785.11
00705-34
825 Id
855 14
00785.11
G0785 11
815 825 15
HRNIS 15 845 05515
855 15
WAS 15
,t

-

SPRINGFIELD

CLOSED SUNDAYS
21185
21.95
.9 90
2008
25.83
35.80
30.97
4207
4898
3590

occ,C L 48411
c’
es
o’ ,ep ace^-e- ba
TIRE SYSTEMS INC HEAVY Du,

BIAS-BELTED TIRES

MULTI -MILE
GENERAL BATTERY
FRAM
EZ RIDE

Features. Products
Manufactured Directly by
DE through a diyiNion of’

AUTOMOTIVE BATTERIES
MaCe 5,

CARAVELLE
CELL?

sh....4.4

Comm

ay,

DUNLOP
PIPE STONE
COOPER
ARMSTRONG
SEIBERUNG

WEATHER MASTER TOO

EAST BAY AREA
5097 CHRISTIE AVE
EVIERYVI.LE CA 04408
PHONE 14151 454-34E3

AIR

SOUTH PENINSULA AREA
708 STIERLIN RD
MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 04040
PHONE 14151 008-6100

2113
2430
23.1*
2102
2790
2898

laroes1

01500
E25 :4

Roy ,O, Tare,. by 11, co, and gave

es C

41,

as
1290
1.3.9e

1190
1/90
1190

Caravelle Lemans SS PI de Tear S..ty

an
1390

14.112
MO
14.10
MO
,

COOPER 4 PLY POLYESTER - 30000 M
GUARANTEE .
TSI 36 OC

- WIDE RUNNER ’OWL -

OIL ’GAS FILTERS

MonvfoLivred by one of The

21.16
/1.90
21751
2495
2615
3832
2832
ZOO
3636
2110
BA

25.12
27.60
2100
29.96

SF T
79.90
2530
2590

1722
1305
1103
1949
1590
2010
2110
23/5
15.99
773
2090
2150
1587
7535

